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This paper is a sequel to a computational paper [Jl], which studied the 
graded Witt ring of fields F of characteristic 0 carrying a valuation v : F + I- 
whose residue class field F has characteristic 2. This sequel shows that the 
Witt ring of certain 2-Henselian dyadic valued fields can be described by 
the notion of “relative rigidity.” This concept is purely algebraic, in con- 
trast to the “arithmetic” results of [Jl]. The author believes that relative 
rigidity provides the correct generalization to the dyadic case of the well- 
known and heavily used “Springer’s theorem” (cf. [S] ). In particular, 
relatively rigid Witt rings play the same role for dyadic 2-Henselian valued 
fields as do group rings in the non-dyadic case. Like group rings relatively 
rigid Witt rings have many nice properties, and once one is used to them, 
it is possible to compute in them quite effectively. 
In Sections 1 and 2 of this paper, relative rigidity (and s-relative rigidity) 
is defined and the basic properties are explored. The central result of the 
paper is proved in Section 3, where it is shown that relative rigidity is 
inherited under certain quadratic extensions. This result is an analogue of 
the main result of [AEJ2]. In Section 4, this machinery is applied to show 
that whenever W(F) is relatively rigid, the quadratic cohomology version 
of the “Arason-Milnor” problem has an affirmative answer, i.e., ~2,: 
G WF-+ H,*(F, Z/22) is a well-defined isomorphism. (We use Fq to denote 
the quadratic closure of I;; i.e., the maximal Galois 2-extension, and 
we abbreviate the Galois cohomology ring H*(Gal(F,/F), Z/22) by 
Hd(F, Z/22)). See the expository paper [AEJ5], as well as [Mi] and [A], 
for further discussion of this problem. 
All these results apply to certain 2-Henselian dyadic valued fields. This 
is the subject of Section 6, where it is shown that the relative rigidity condi- 
tion is satisfied. Section 5 provides certain characteristic p information 
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needed for the examples treated in Section 6. It is not necessary to read 
[Jl] in order to study this paper, and to some extent (see Remark 2.10) 
relative rigidity clarifies what was going on in [Jl 1. The main thrust of this 
paper is not to recapture the results of [Jl]. Rather, we are interested in 
the algebraic properties of the Witt ring that give information about the 
Galois theory of the underlying field (specifically information about 
Gal(F,/F)). Currently, the only known non-trivial examples of relative 
rigidity come from dyadic valued fields. Hopefully, the ideas will have 
greater applicability in the future. The search for other examples remains 
an open problem. 
All fields F will have characteristic different from 2, except in Section 5, 
where we use script (such as P) to denote fields of characteristic p (and 
p = 2 is allowed). The standard notation and results from quadratic form 
theory will be used; we cite as references [L], [Ma], [SC]. We use the 
notation S(F) to denote the square class group F*/F*2, and linear 
independence of elements in S(F) will mean linear independence in the 
Z/2Z-vector space S(F). 
1. RELATIVE RIGIDITY 
Throughout this section we fix t,, t,, . . . . t,eS(F) := F*/F*2, which will 
be linearly independent. It will be convenient to abuse notation and denote 
the elements a E F and uF*~ E S(F) by the same symbol “a” and it will 
always be clear from context how such notation is being used. We denote 
by Ctl, . . . . t,] the subgroup of S(F) generated by t,, t,, . . . . t,, and we 
denote [t,, . . . . t,] - (1) by [It,, . . . . t,lo. We shall always assume that 
-I$T (=TF*~) for any z~[t,,..., r,z]O. For any two subsets T,, T2 z 
Ct I, ..., t,] we denote by T, T2 E [t,, . . . . t,] all products of the form rlzz, 
where t E T, and r E T,. We usually abbreviate (5) T by zT. 
For any t E F, we consider the annihilator ideal ann,( ((t))) := 
{4E WF;)I WM=O) c WF). Ob serve that (( -t)) E ann,( (( t))). For 
convenience, we define the ideal AF(t) := ann,( (( t))) + Z*F. We note that 
for any UEF, ((-u))eA,(t) if and only if ((-u))Eann,(((t))) if and 
only if a E DF( ( 1, t ) ). Thus, 
A.(t)/Z2FzDD( (1, F))/F*2 
via the usual identification of ZF/Z2Fr S(F). (In fact the entire theory 
contained in the first three sections of this paper could be formulated using 
subgroups of S(F) rather than the ideals AF(t) and the reader may at times 
find it beneficial to think in terms of subgroups of S(F). We chose to use 
the ideals AF(t), rather than subgroups of S(F), to simplify notation in 
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the applications.) Given any non-empty TG [ti, . . . . t,,],,, we denote by 
A,(T) := Cr, T AF(r), and by convention we set A,(@) :=Z2F. 
DEFINITION 1.1. (i) We say that t,, . . . . t, are relutiuely rigid (in F) if 
<+t,, ft2, . . . . + t,)) # 0 E W(F) for all choices of signs, and if for all 
a,~Findexed by ZE [t,, . . . . t,],, with ((-a,))~A,(r) satisfying 
1 (-a,> Ed’ 
7 E co 1 . . . . I,10 
then for each r, ((-a,)) =0 or ((-a,)) = ((-t)). 
(ii) We say that t,, t,, . . . . t, are relatively hirigid if for any sequence 
U, , . . . . U, E { 1, - 1 }, u1 t i, . . . . U, t, are relatively rigid. 
Remark 1.2. Recall that an element t E F is called rigid (cf. [Ma, 
p. 1141) if DF(((t)))= {Cl], [t]} cF*/F**. This is the same as saying 
that AF(t) = ((( -t))) +Z2F. Thus, if every element of [tl, t,, . . . . t,], is 
rigid, then t,, t2, . . . . t, are relatively rigid. This (partially) accounts for the 
terminology “relative rigidity.” 
It follows from Remark 1.2 that the elements t, , t,, . . . . t, are relatively 
birigid in the iterated Laurent series field F( (tI))( (t,)) . . . ((t,)). This 
however, was not the motivating example for our work. (For, the quadratic 
form theory over such fields is handled completely by Springer’s theorem.) 
In order to give an example of relatively rigid, non-rigid, elements of a field 
consider first a perfect field F of characteristic 2. Set X = 9( (i;))((?J). 
For i= 1, 2 observe X2 +i;X* #X2 uKX2 (in fact as char(X) = 2, 
X2 +7,X2= X2(ti) is a subfield of 37)). Thus, the characteristic 2 
analogue of rigidity fails for the elements t, in this iterated Laurent series. 
But now consider a product 0 # (u2 + ~v’)(x’ + G y2)(z2 + at,‘) E X2, 
where U, u, x, y, z, IV E Xx. Then (u’ + i;v’)(x’ + i; y*) = u2x2 + i;v’x’ + 
Gu2y2 + t,t,02y2 E k2(t,). Necessarily, vx = uy = 0, but we cannot have 
both u = v = 0, nor do we have both x = y = 0. Consequently, u2 + Ku’ E 
X2 u<X2 and x2 +i; y2 E X2 u t2X2, from which it follows that -- 
z2 +t,t,* EX’U t, t2X2 as well. So, t,, t2 satisfy (a characteristic 2 
version of) relative rigidity. 
Suppose now that F is a discretely valued Henselian valued field of 
characteristic 0, with residue field ZK as above and uniformizing parameter -- 
rc. It can be checked that if t,, t2 are units of F with residues t,, t,, respec- 
tively, then t,, t,, rc are relatively rigid in F. We consider in Section 6 -- 
discretely valued fields F with units t,, t,, . . . . t, whose residues t,, t,, . . . . T;; 
are “2-independent” such that tl, t2, . . . . t,, rc are relatively birigid in F (n a 
uniformizing parameter). More generally one can construct 2-Henselian 
valued fields with units t,, t,, . . . . t, and elements rri, 7t2, . . . . rt,,, E F having 
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linearly independent residues in the value group quotient rF/2rF, so that 
the elements t,, t,, . . . . t,, n,, rr2, . . . . rc, are relatively birigid in F. Thus, in 
the context of valued fields, relative rigidity generalizes to the dyadic case 
some of the phenomena displayed by rigid elements in the non-dyadic case 
(and at the same time incorporates residue class information). These 
examples provided the original motivation for relative rigidity. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to exploring some basic 
properties of relatively rigid elements in fields F with char(F) # 2. We are 
particularly interested in the quadratic extension F(J) whenever 
t, > t2, ‘.., r, are relatively birigid. 
OBSERVATIONS 1.3. Assume that t,, t2, . . . . t, are relatively rigid in F. 
Then : 
(i) For any T,, . . . . z, E F with [z,, . . . . z,,] = [t, , . . . . t,,], zl, . . . . T, are 
relatively rigid. 
(ii) Foranyswith l<s<n, t 1, . . . . t, are relatively rigid. 
(iii) Zf (( -q)) E AF(~), where q E [tl, . . . . t,], then q = 1 or q = z. 
(iv) Zfz$ Tc [t,, . . . . tn],,, then (A.(t)nA.(T))E((( -z)))+Z*(F). 
(v) Zfr, # ~~ then A,(r,) n A,(t,) = Z2(F). 
(vi) Suppose that T, c [t,, . . . . t,lo for i= 1, 2, . . . . k. Then 
i~,A,(r,)i(((-u))lqtCTll)+A~( fj Ti). 
i= I 
Proof: Parts (i) and (ii) are clear by the definition. For (iii), suppose 
that q # 1, T. We have that ((7, -4)) = 0, yet (( -I: t, , .,., f t,)) # 0. This is 
impossible. To prove (iv) assume that (( -a)) E CqG T (( -ay )) (mod Z*F) 
for (( -a))EA,(T) and (( -a,))EA,(q). As a single sum ((-a)) + 
xqc7. (( -ay)) EZ~F. The relative rigidity of t,, t,, . . . . t, gives that 
(( -a)) = 0 or (( -a)) = (( -r )) as required. Part (v) is a special case of 
(iv). For (vi) we consider 
c (-a,,> = 1 <--a,,))= ... = c (( -akr)) (mod Z2F), 
where (( -a, > E AF(~) for each i and z. Rearranging the sums and 
applying (iv) to pairs of congruences, we conclude that (( -a ,, )) = 0 or 
(( -a,, )) = (( -5 )) whenever z E T, for some j = 2, 3, . . . . k. Thus any sum- 
mand in C,, TI ((-a,,)) which is not of the form 0 or ((-T)), where 
r E T, , must in fact lie inside AF( n:=, Ti). The result follows. 1 
An important feature of rigid elements is that they behave well under 
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certain specific quadratic extensions. In particular, if t and -t are both 
rigid in F, then both 4 and -4 are rigid in F(4). For details see 
[BCW] or [AEJ2]. The analogue of this result is true for relative 
birigidity, although we will not prove this (see Remark 1.9 (ii)). We will 
instead prove such a result for s-relative birigidity, which is defined in 
Section 2. 
The next result is well known, but we include a proof for completeness. 
LEMMA 1.4. Suppose that F is any field of characteristic # 2. If 
a, b, c, deF satisfy ((a, -6)) = ((-c, -d)) (mod 13F), then ((-b)) E 
AF( {a, ac}). Consequently, b =fg for somef; g E F with (( -f )) E A,(a) and 
< -s> E AAac). 
Proof: We have that ((a, -6)) = (( -c, -d)). Using the linkage 
property of 2-fold Plister forms (cf. [Ma, p. 28]), there exists f E F with 
<a, -f >> = c-c, -f >> = <a, -b>. H ence by the bilinearity of 2-folds 
(mod Z3F) we obtain that 0 = ((ac, -f )) = ((a, -bf )), i.e., (( -f )) E 
A,(ac) and ((-bf))EA,(a). Thus, since ((-b))=((-f))+((-bf))- 
((-5 -bf)) in W(F) we have ((-b))EAF(a)+A,(ac)=A.((a,ac)) as 
needed. 1 
For any field extension K of F, i,, denotes the natural map 
i,, : W(F) -+ W(K) given by scalar extension. If K = F(d) is a quadratic 
extension, then sXF : W(K) + W(F) is the transfer homomorphism 
associated with the F-linear map s: K + F defined by s( 1) = 0 and 
s(d) = 1. For any qE K, it is well known (cf. [L, p. 2021) that 
sg,J (( -4))) = (c)(( -NKIF(q))) for some CE F. (Here, N,,,: K* + F* is 
the norm.) Consequently, sE,~( (( -4))) = (( -NKIF(q))) (mod Z’(F)). This 
observation will be used repeatedly, without reference, in the sequel. 
LEMMA 1.5. Suppose that t,, t,EF and AF(t,)nA.(-t,)G12F. Set 
K= F(A). Then AK(t,) = i K,F(AF({tl, t,tzj))+Z2(K). Consequently, if 
((-c)) E AK(tl) then ((-c)) = (( -ab)), where a, bE F, ((-a)) E AF(tZ) 
and ((-b)) E AF(t, t2). This conclusion holds if t, and - t2 are relatively 
rigid. 
Proof According to Observation 1.3(v), if t, and -t, are relatively 
rigid, then A,(t,)n AF( - t2)E12F, so the hypotheses of the lemma 
apply in this case. For (( -4)) E AK(tl), we must show (( -9)) E 
iKIF(AF( { t,, t, t,}). By the above, there is some f E F such that (mod 12(F)), 
~~,~((-q)))=(f)((-N~,~(q))~((-N~,~(q))~A~(-t~). Also, as 
((t,, -4)) = OE W(K), the reciprocity of the transfer (cf. [L, p. 1921) gives 
that s&til,((tlT -q>)= <f >(tl, -N&q)>=O. Hence, <-NKIF(q)>~ 
AF(tl) n AF( - t2) c Z’F, i.e., s:,~( (( -9))) = 0. Thus there exists some 
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CE F with ((-c)) = (( -4)) E W(K). The condition that iKIF(((fl, -c))) 
=0 shows that ((t,, -c))E((-tfZ)) IF, so we find that ((t,, -c))= 
(( - t2, -d)) for some do F. The desired conclusion follows from 
Lemma 1.4. 1 
COROLLARY 1.6. Suppose that t,, . . . . t,,+ ,, -t, are relatively rigid. Set 
K= F(h). For any subset TG [tl, . . . . t,- ,10, A,(T) = i,,(A,(T{ 1, t,})) 
+ Z2(K). 
Proof Consider C,, T <-qr>EAK(T), where <-q,>EAAz). Using 
the fact that r and -t, are relatively rigid, Lemma 1.5 gives that 
(( -qr)) E iKIF(AF( {z, zt,7})) + Z*(K). The corollary follows. 1 
LEMMA 1.7. Assume that n > 3. Suppose that t,, . . . . t,- I, f t, are 
relatively rigid for either choice of sign. Then t,, . . . . t,- 1 are relatively rigid 
in K= F(A). 
Proof Suppose that (( -c,)) E AK(r), where r E [tl, . . . . t,_ ,10, and 
assume that C, (( -c,)) E I*K. By Lemma 1.5, as z and - t, are relatively 
rigid, we may assume that C,E F and that ((-c,)) = ((-a,)) + ((-b,)) 
(mod Z’F), where ((-a,)) E AF(7) and ((-b,)) E AF(tnT). By our original 
assumptions we find that I,( (( -a,)) + (( -b,))) = 0 or that C( (( -a,)) + 
(( -b,))) 5 (( -t,)) (mod 12F). We have that (( -t,)) E AF(tn). Since 
1, . . . . t,- r, t, are relatively rigid in F we find for each T that (( -a,)) = 0 
k C-a,>>= C-5)) and that ((-b,))=O or ((--b,))=((-t,T)). We 
obtain that ((-c,)) is 0, ((-t,)), ((-t)), or (( - t,z)) in W(F). Hence 
C-c,>=0 or C-c,>= C-t>> in W(K) as desired. The lemma is 
proved. 1 
The next result is a nice generalization of Lemma 1.4. 
THEOREM 1.8. Zf t,, t,, . . . . t, are relatively birigid and tf 
<t,, -c,))=<--2, --c,>+ ... +<-tt,, -c,>> (mod Z3F), 
where cl, . . . . c,EF, then ((-c,))~A~(t,[t~ ,..., t,]). 
Proof We proceed by induction on n, the case of n = 2 being 
Lemma 1.4. We assume the result for n - 1. By Lemma 1.7, t,, . . . . t,_ I are 
relatively birigid in the extension K = F(A). We also have that 
((t,, -c,))-((-t2, -c,))+ ... +{(-t,-,, -c,-,)) (mod Z3K). By 
induction we find that ((-cl)) E AK(tl[tZ, . . . . t,_ ,I). Corollary 1.6 shows 
that ((-cl)) E AF(tl[t2, . . . . tnpl, t,]), proving the theorem. 1 
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Remarks 1.9. (i) Using Theorem 1.8, one can prove by induction on n 
that whenever t r, t,, . . . . t, are relatively birigid then 
ker( w(F) + w(F(&, . . . . &)I 
~((-t,>,-, <-t,>)+13F. 
This is of interest in the context of the l-amenability problem; 
cf. [ELW], [ELTW], [Jl], or [STW]. 
(ii) If t,, . . . . t, are relatively birigid in F then one can show that the 
elements t, , . . . . t,, _ , , fi are relatively birigid in F(A). The proof 
involves a (long but) direct calculation using 1.5 through 1.8 above. We 
omit this proof since a stronger result (which is what we really need) is 
proved in Theorem 3.5. 
We conclude this section with some technical results we need for the 
main results of Sections 3 and 4. 
THEOREM 1.10. If t, , t,, . . . . t,, are relatively birigid and if K= F(A), 
then AK(,,kCfl, . . . . t,-,I) n iKIFWJ s iKIFC(< -s> 14 E Ctl, .-, t,,l) + 
AF(tn) + Z2F]. 
Proof: Fix any rr, . . . . r+, with [z,, . . . . r,_,, t,] = [tl, . . . . tn-,, t,] c 
S(F). Evidently,A,(&[r ,,..., Tn-,])=AK(&[t ,,..., t,-,I). Let ((-C))E 
A&a,, . ..> ~,-ll)niKIE( Jt IF where we can assume that c E F. We use 
the fact that whenever ((-a)) EAT, ((A, -a)) = ((-T, -a)), 
and we expand (( & )) (( - c )) as a sum of elements in ((A)) AK(&r) 
(where t E [z,, . . . . z,- 1 I). This gives an expression (( fi, - c )) = 
C-T,3 -a,)) + ... + (( -z,-~, -a,-,)) (mod 13K) for some a,, . . . . 
a E K. Applying the transfer and using reciprocity we obtain 
&JL -cl+)= (t,, -c> = <-t1. -~K,F(~l)~ + ... + < -Tn-1, 
-NKIF(a,_,))) (mod13F). By Theorem 1.8 we find that (( -c))E 
AdfAT,, . . . . ~,-,I). H owever, the choice of r,, . . . . r,_, was arbitrary 
subject to [T,, . . . . rn _, , t,] = [t, , . . . . t,]. As the possible collections 
t,[t , , . . . . z, ~ r] can be chosen to omit any element of [t, , . . . . t,] except t, 
we find by Observation 1.3(vi) that 
c--c> E f-) AF(fnC~,, . .. . Tn- ,I) 
T ,,.... 7,-1 
This gives the result. 1 
Suppose that K= F(A). Whenever z E [t, , . . . . t,] - { 1, t,} one has 
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iK,F(~F(r)) c A,(r). However, what happens to iKIF(AF(fn)) is somewhat 
mysterious. This next corollary gives a description in one important case. 
COROLLARY 1.11. 
in K=F(&), 
Suppose that t,, . . . . t,,+ , , & are relatively birigid 
and that 12F= ((-t,)) IF+ ... + ((-t,,)) IF. Then 
iK,F(A~(t,,))~AK(Jt,Cfl, ‘..> t,, -11). 
Proof If ((-a))EAp(t,) then (mod 13(F)), s$,,(((A, -a)))- 
(t,,, -a)) = 0. This shows that 
K&i, --aBEi K,I;(I’F) c (( - t I )) IK + . . . + (( - t,, ~. , )) IK. 
The result now follows from Theorem 1.8 using the relative birigidity of the 
sequence t,, . . . . t,- , , AinK. 1 
2. S-RELATIVE RIGIDITY 
The notation of Section 1 will remain in force throughout this section. 
We will continue to study the ideals AF(r), where r E [tl, . . . . tnlO, and will 
generalize the definition of relative rigidity by expanding upon the theme 
of Theorem 1.8. In order to give this definition, we need more notation. 
For any s with 1 <s < it we denote by n” the set of all strictly increasing 
sequences I= (i,, . . . . i,), where 1 < i, < .. < i,s < n. nJ is linearly ordered 
according to the usual lexicographic order (so n” has as least element 
(1, 2, . . . . s) and (1, 4, 5, . . . . s + 2) < (2, 3, 5, . . . . s + 2)). 
We denote by Y the (fixed) n-tuple (t,, t,, . . . . t,) of elements of F. For 
I= (il, . . . . i,)En’ we abbreviate the s-fold Pfister form ((ti,, t,,, . . . . tJ) by 
((FI)). We define 
[I, Sl := [Iu, t,, uzt,, . . . . u,,t,,l, 
whereu,=lifiEZandu,=-lifi$Z 
B(I, LT) := {z E [I, F] 1-r = f t, ,... t,,, 
wherer<n,j,<j,< ... <jr,andj,$Z3. 
For example, suppose I= (1, 2, . . . . n) E n”. Then [I, Y] = [tl, . . . . t,] and 
B(Z,F)=@. However, if I=(1 ,..., j-l,j+l,..., rz)~n(‘~‘), then we have 
[I, Y] = [tl, . . . . t,-,, -t,, ii+,, . . . . t,] and B(Z, Y)= -ti[t,+,, . . . . t,]. 
For ZE ns with f$ Z, (Z,f) E n’+ ’ will denote the sequence obtained from 
I by adjoining the element f: (Note that this defines a unique (s + 1)-tuple 
in n’+‘, but that f is not necessarily the last entry in the sequence (Z,f).) 
Whenever TE [tl, . . . . t,], we use [T] to denote the subgroup of 
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Cfl, t,, . . . . t,] generated by T. For example, if I= ( 1,2, . . . . f, if+ 1, . . . . i,Y), 
where if+ 1 >f+ 1, necessarily [B(I, F)] = [ - tr+ 1, uf+ 2 tf+ 2, . . . . 24, t,], 
where vi=1 ifjeland u,= -1 ifj$Z. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We continue to assume that (( f rr, . . . . + r,, )) # 0 for 
all choices of signs. We fix an ideal G c W(F) with Z2(F) c G and which 
satisfies (( 1)) (( -d)) = 0 for all l-folds (( -d)) E G. We require whenever 
0 # (( -d)) E G that (( f t, , .,., + t,, -d)) # 0 for all possible signs. 
(i) Suppose that 1 <s<n. We say that t,, I,, . . . . t,, are s-relatively 
rigid (mod G) if for all a,E F indexed by ZE n’ with (( -a,)) E 
A,(B(Z, Y)) + G satisfying 
then for each Z, U,E [B(Z, S)], 
(ii) We say t,, t2, . . . . t, are s-relatively birigid (mod G) if for any 
sequence u,, . . . . U, E { 1, - 1 }, u1 t,, u2 t,, . . . . u, t, is s-relatively rigid 
(mod G). Whenever G = Z’(F), we drop the phrase “(mod G).” 
As the preceding definition is somewhat technical, we restate what it is 
saying in the two important cases where s = 1 and s = n - 1. 
Whens=l,eachZ=(i)forsomeiE{1,2 ,..., n}. Wheni=l,B((l),Y)= 
[-t2, -t, ,..., -t,] and for i > 1, B((i), T) = [-tl ,..., -tj-,lo. 
Ctj, -ti+l,..., -tfllu[-tj+l,..., -t,],. l-relative rigidity (mod G) now 
says that whenever (( -ai)) E A,(B((i), Y)) + G satisfy 
,g, cri, -a;)) E13(F) 
then 
and 
a,E [-t2, -t3, . ..) -t,] 
a,E[--f,, . . . . -fj-1, ti, -t,+l,..., -t,] for i>2. 
The fact that l-relative rigidity implies relative rigidity is proved in 
Theorem 2.3 (ii) below. 
When s=n-1 and Z=(l, . . . . j- I,j+ 1, . . . . n) then B(Z, Y)= 
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- zj[ tj+ I, . . . . t,]. From this we see that (n - 1)-relative rigidity means that 
whenever ((-ai))eAF(-tJ[tj+,,..., t,])+G satisfy 
i <t 1, ...> tj-1, t j+,, . ..> t,, -ai)) E In+‘(F) 
j= I 
then a,E [ - tj, tj+ I, . . . . t,]. 
The best way to view s-relative rigidity is to think of it as saying that the 
only relations (mod I”+ 2 F) among Plister forms like ((FI))(( -a,)), where 
(( -al)) E A,( [I, SIO) + G, are the obvious ones. By “obvious” we mean 
those relations that can be derived from formulas such as ((zl, -a)) E 
c-z,> -a)) whenever ((-a>> l A~(z,z*). 
OBSERVATIONS 2.2. Suppose t, , t,, . . . . t, are s-relatively hirigid (mod G). 
Let IE n”. 
(i) Zf (( -4)) EAT, where q, ZE [tl, . . . . tnlO, then q= z. 
(ii) For any IE ns and any f$I, [I, 5]= [(I,f), S’], where .Y’ 
is the modified n-tuple (t,, . . . . t/-, , - tr, t/+ , , . . . . t,), and B(I, Y) = 
B((I,f)> S’) u - tf CM/+, tf+, 2 . . . . u,t,], where uj= 1 for jEI and uj= -1 
for j#I. Consequently, [B((I,f), S’)] c [B(I, S)]. 
(iii) Whenever U,E { 1, -l}, GnA,([u,t ,,..., u,t,],)zI’F. In 
particular, zf ((-a)) EAT and ((-d)) E G, where Xc [u, t,, . . . . u,t,lO, 
and zfadE [u, t,, . . . . untn], then d= 1. 
(iv) rf qE [I, Y-1 and (( -4)) E Ar(X) + G for some subgroup 
XC_ [I, S], then q E X. 
We denote by S” + ’ the ideal in W(F) generated by I”+‘(F) together with 
the s-fold Pfister forms ((Ytl)), where I E ns + ‘. 
(v) IfqECLyl, then <%>>)-q>ESS+‘. 
(vi) The hypothesis in the definition of s-relative rigidity can be 
weakened to 
where (( -a,)) E A,(B(I, r)) + G. One can additionally conclude that 
((FI))(( -a,)) E S”+’ for all I. 
(vii) If ((-a))EAF(-tl~2) then ((tl, -a)) = ((t2, -a)). More 
generally, if ((-a)EAI,(-fktk+1Ctk+2, . . . . t,,l) then <tI, . . . . tk-,, 
tk + 1, ..., t,, -a> = ctIp .-, tk? tk+2, . . . . tn, -a>>. 
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(viii) Supposethaf ((-c))EA~(-~~[~~~+~,...,+~~])~A~(B(J,~)), 
where f $ JE w-’ (and the &- signs depend upon J). Let (J, f) denote the 
sequence obtained from J by adjoining f: Then one can express 
where f 4 K E ns and (( -dK)) E A,(B(K, Y’)), where Y-’ is the n-tuple 
(tl> . ..Y [f- 1, - tf, t/+ 1, . . . . t,). 
(ix) If 12(F) c G’E G, and if tl, t,, . . . . t, are s-relatively birigid 
(mod G), then t,, t2, . . . . t, are s-relatively birigid mod(G’). 
Proof: (i) If q # r, then we would find that ((r, -9)) = 0, contrary 
to the assumption that (( t t,, . . . . f t,)) # 0. Part (ii) is an immediate 
consequence of the definitions. For (iii) if 0 # (( -d)) E G, then 
<Ul t,, .“, U,t,, -d)) #O, so ((-d)) 4 A,([u, t,, . . . . u,t,lo). This gives the 
first assertion. The second statement follows from the first as the 
hypotheses give that (( -d)) E G n AF( [u, t,, . . . . u,t,lO). To prove (iv), 
suppose that (( -4)) = (( -ql)) + (j-d )) (mod I’(F)), where (( -4,)) E 
AF(X) and ((-d))EG. Then ((-d))EGnA,([I,Y],) so by (iii), 
(( -d)) = 0. Consequently, (( -4)) E A,(B(I, 5)). We suppose that q 4 X. 
If X= [rr, . . . . z,], then ((t,, . . . . t,, -q))=O as ((-q))EA,(X). But we 
know that (( + t , , . . . . f t,)) # 0. This contradicts q E [B(I, Y)]. 
For (v), if ZE [I] then ((Y[))(( -t)) =O. We may express 
q=z(-tti,)...(-ti,) for TE [I] and i,#I. Then 
as needed. 
(vi) Suppose CIEnS ((Y[))(( -a,)) ES”+’ + I”+2(F). We then have 
%yi$$F>< -al> + EKE..& (( YK)) E I”+‘(F) for some collection 
For each KEY express K= (I, f) for IE ns and note that 
<L>>=i6><tf>. Moreover, ((tf>>Eann,(((-tf)))~A,(B(I,~)). 
Consequently, if we modify each a, by the product of the t$ that arise 
for such KE 4, and denote this modification ai we still have 
((-a>)) E A,(B(I, Y)) + G and now ClcnS (($))(( -a>)) EI~+*(F) holds. 
Applying s-relative rigidity, we conclude that a;E [B(I, Y)], and 
consequently we obtain the desired conclusion that a,~ [B(I, S)]. The 
additional conclusion now follows from (v). 
Part (vii) is trivial. For (viii), we express ((-c)) =x (( -UT)) 
(mod I’(F), where the sum ranges over T E - t,. [ f I~+, . . . . + t,], where the 
signs depend upon J and where (( -UT)) E AF(~). For each such T, we 
express T = - tftij . . . ti,( - t,j,) . . . ( - ti,), where il, . . . . i, E J and j,, . . . . j, 4 J. 
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Applying (vii) we have (( - t-, )) (( --LX)) = (( - zi, . . . t& - tj,) . . . ( - tj,,), 
-a~)) = ((-ti,...tjp, -a)) + (( -(-t,,)...(-t,,), -a~)) (modZ3(F)). 
Since 0 = (( - t;, . . tip )) (( .TJ)) we have that (( - tf )) (( YJ)) (( - az )) 
= <-t-t,,) ... (-t,,)><%>><-a~>> = Ct[-=, <t,,><G><-az> 
(mod ZSf2F). If K= (Z,jk), we note as f < j, that (I, f) < K for each such K, 
and that t E B(K, Y’). In particular, f # K and (( -az)) E A .(B(K, S’)). 
Combining all possible (( -UT)) gives the desired result. Finally, (ix) is 
clear, proving Observations 2.2. 1 
THEOREM 2.3. (i) Zf tl, . . . . t, are s-relatively birigid (mod G) for 
1 <s < n, then t,, . . . . t, are (s - 1)-relatively birigid (mod G). 
(ii) If t,, . . . . t,, are l-relatively birigid, then t I, . . . . t,, are relatively 
birigid. 
Proof. (i) We assume that CJtn,-, (( FJ)) (( - aJ)) E IS+ l(F), where 
(( -aJ)) E A,(B(J, Y)) + G. In view of Observation 2.2(iv) it suffices to 
show that a,E [J, S]. Fix IEnS-‘. Since s - 1 d n - 2 we can choose dis- 
tinct e, f $ Z, where 1 < e, f < n. Now let JE n” ~ ’ be arbitrary. If f E J, then 
(( - tf)) ((&)) = 0. Assume f 4 .Z. We denote by (.Z, f) the element of ns 
obtained by adjoining f to J, and we denote by TT-’ the sequence 
(t 1, . . . . tfpl, -tf, tf+,, . . . . t,,). Then, using (( -a,)) E A,(B(J, T’)) + G 
together with Observation 2.2(ii) we can express a,= b,c,, where 
((-b,))EA,(B((J,f),~‘)+Gand ((-c,))~A.(-t~C~t~+,,..., kt,l)~ 
A,(B(.Z, T’)) (signs depend upon J). Applying Observation 2.2(viii) we 
obtain an expression 
((~J>>((-tr>>((-cJ>>’ C ((tL))<<-d.,,L,L (mod I” + ‘F), 
(J, fr -z L 
where each L E n’, f $ L, and (( - dJ, L)) E A,(B(L, S’)). Multiplying our 
original relation by (( - tf )) and combining all the resulting (( -dJ,L))‘s 
into a single (( - dL)) E A,(B(L, Y’)) we obtain 
O- <-tf>> C <&))4C-aJ>> (mod Z”‘2(F)) 
.ltlP 
By the s-relative rigidity of t,, . . . . trP 1, - t.r, tr+, , . . . . t, we conclude when- 
ever f 4 J that each b J E [J, S]. 
We now know (by taking J= I) that for our fixed index Z, (( -al)) = 
K-cd)) for (-c,>>~A~(-f~C~f~+,,..., k~,,l)~A.(B(I,~)) and 
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q E [I, 91. By Observation 2.2(v), ((Y,))(( -4)) ES” so replacing a, by 
c,q in our original expression, we find that 
where ((-aJ))EA(B(.f,r))+G, JtzC’, ((-c,))~A~-t~[+f,+~,..., 
L- t,]) (signs depend upon I), and e, f # I. Note that e #f guarantees that 
AF(-tfCktf+,, . ..1 f t,]) G A,(B((Z, e), F”), where Y” is the sequence 
(11, ‘.., t,- 1, -t,, t,, 1, .“, t,). We apply the argument just given, using e 
instead ofJ: This shows that (( -cl)) = (( -4)) for q E [Z, Y]. Altogether 
we have established that a,~ [Z, F-1. This proves (i). 
(ii) We now assume that C(( -a,)) EZ~F, where ((-a,)) EAT 
for TE [t,, . . . . t,lO. We find, multiplying this expression by ((t,)), 
that Cl,,, -l-I,,,, a,> EZ~F, where C-n,,,, a,> EAAW)). BY the 
l-relative rigidity mod G of t,, . . . . t,-, , t,, we obtain that n,,,, a, E 
C-t -fn-l, I, . . . . f,l. Since C-Q> = <-lI,.,,a,>, we have a,“~ 
C-t,, . . . . -tn-l, t,]. As (( -a,“)) E AF(tn), by Observation 2.2(i), u,~ = 1 
or a,“= t,. We are done with z = t,. The conclusion that a, = 1 or a, = t 
follows by this same argument by using a basis in which z is listed last. 
This proves the theorem. 1 
The next result generalizes Observation 1.2(i) to (n - 1)-relative rigidity. 
The analogous result is true for s-relative birigidity; but the proof is 
omitted. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that t 1, . . . . t, are (n - 1 )-relatively hirigid 
(mod G). Zf [r,, . . . . z,] = [t,, . . . . t,] then zl, . . . . T,, are (n- 1)-relatively 
birigid (mod G). 
ProoJ We assume that (( -b,)) E AF( - zI [TV+, . . . . z,]) + G and that 
i ((71 9 ...5 Tj-l, Tj+l, ...3 Tn, -bj)) EZ”+‘(F). 
j= I 
We must show that bj E [ -T,, TV+ 1, . . . . z,]. It suffices to treat two cases 
where 1 <k<n: 
(i) zi=tifor i#k, k+l, Tk=tk+,, and z,+,=t,. 
(ii) ri=ti for i#k, and z,=tktk+l. 
For, all possible (ordered) basis changes can be obtained from these two 
by iteration. 
We begin with case (i). For i # k, k + 1 we have that - 5i [zi+ i, . . . . zn] = 
- li Cti+ 19 ...3 t,]. We also have that -T~+~[T~+~, . . . . tn] = -tk[tk+2, . . . . t,], 
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and that -T~[T~+,, . . .. tnl = -tktk+lCtk+Z, . . . . t,l u -tk+lCfk+2, . . .. t,l. 
We express (( - b, )) 3 (( - ak + , )) + (( -ck)) (mod 12F), where (( -&)) E 
AF(-tk+1[tk+2> ...) cJ)+G and (-Ck)EAF(-tktk+1[Ttk+2,..., hl). 
Observe that 
(t 1, ..., tkL,, Ufk+,r . . . . t,, -ck)) = (<t,, . . . . tk-,, utk, fk+2, . . . . t,, -ck>), 
where u = f 1. Also, 
<T 7 1, ..., ,~l,t,+l’.“‘Z,))=(fl,.‘.rtj--l,tj+l,...,tn) 
for allj#k, k+ 1; while 
and 
CT,, . . . . Sk, Tk+2, . ..> 5,,>> = ctl, . ..> tk- I, fk+ 1, . . . . t,>. 
Setting aj = b, for j # k, k + 1; ak = b, + , ck and ak + , as above, we have that 
each ((-a,))EAF(-ti[ti+l,..., t,])+G and 
f ((Cl, . . . . tj-1, ?,+I, . ..Y t,, -aj))EI”+‘(F). 
j=l 
We conclude that each aj E [ - tj, tj+ , , . . . . t,]. This gives the desired conclu- 
sion for bj, where j#k or k+l, shows bk+lckE [-tk, tktlr . . . . t,] and 
also shows ak + r E [ - tk + r, tk + *, . . . . t,]. 
As b k+rCkE [-tk, tk+l, . . . . t,], We have that 
((tl,.-, tkel, -tk, tk+2,..., t,, -bk+,Ck))=O or 
(t I, ..., tk-,, -tk, -tk+l, fk+2, . . . . t >>. ,, 
Note that in either case, the form lies in Sn(F”), where F” is 
the sequence (t ,,..., tkpl, -tk, -tk+,, tkf2 ,..., 2,). Since ((-bk+,))e 
AF(-fk[tk+2, ..., t,] ) + G we write b k+l=bi+ld, where (-bb+,>E 
AF(-fk[Itk+2, . . . . t,]) and ((-d))eG. Since ((-ck))EAF(-fktk+l 
Cl k+Zr ...Y tnl)~ 
Cl 1, ...Y tk-,, -tk, fk+2, . . . . t,, -b k+lCk> 
= ((t,, . . . . tkpl, -tk, tk+2, . . . . t,, -&+ldck)> 
= (it,, . . . . tk-,, -tk, tk+2r . ..> t,, -dCk)) 
= ((cl, . . . . t&l, -t,, fk+2, . . . . t,, -0 
+ (t 1, . . . . tk- 1 > -fk+,, tk+2, ..., t n, -ck> (mod Z”+‘(F)). 
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In particular, (f,,..., tkpl? -tk, tk+2, . . . . t,, -d))+ ((tl, . . . . tk-,, -tk+,t 
tk+2r ..., t,, -ck)) E In+,(F) + ,,(rn). By the (n - 1)-relative rigidity of 
t l,.“, tk-l, -tk, -tk+,, tk+2, . . . . t, and Observation 2.2(iv), together with 
the facts that ((-d))EG and that ((-ck))~AL‘(-(-tk)[-tk+,, 
tk + 2 > “., t,]), we conclude that ck E [tk, - tk+ , , tkf2, . . . . t,]. We already 
know that uk + , E [ - t, + , , t, + *, . . . . t,]. In particular, b, = ak + , ck E 
[fk, -tk+,, tk+2,...,t,,]. As T,=t,,, and Tk+,=tk, this iS the desired 
conclusion for b,. 
The definition of ck gives (( - ck )) E A F( - tk t, + , [t, + z, . . . . t,] ) and we 
have just seen that ck E [tk, - t, + , , t, +2, . . . . t,]. By Observation 2.2(iv), 
‘-kE [-tkt k+ , , k + 2, . . . . t,]. Thus b,, , = ckak E c-t,, tk + , , ,.., t,]. Finally, 
as <(-b,+,))=t((-b;+,))EA~(-tkCtk+2r..., t,]) by Observation 2.2(iv) 
we find that ckuke C-t,, tk+2, . . . . t,]. This concludes case (i). 
In case (ii) we have for all j that -z,[T,+,, . . . . r,,] = - tj[tj+ ,, . . . . r,]. 
Further, for all j # k + 1, ((T,, . . . . 5jp 1, zj+ ,, . . . . 7,)) = ((t,, . . . . tip 1, 
tj+ 13 ...3 t,)).As(-bk+,))EAF(-tk+,Cfk+2,...,tnl)+Gweexpressb,+,= 
bb+,dk+,, where (-bb+,))EAF(-fk+,[tk+2,...,tnl)and ((-dk+,))EG. 
We have that <T/c, Tk+Z,-., T,, -bk+,> = ((tktk+,, tk+2,-, t,,, 
-&+,dk+,)) = <(tk, tk+2, . . . . t,, -b;+,dk+l)) + (( -tk+,, tk+2, .‘., tn, 
-d,+,)) (modI”- . k+ ‘F) But (( 1)) (( - dk + , )) = 0 by our original condi- 
tions on G, so ((-tk+,, -dk+l))=((tk+l, -dk+,)). Hence we obtain 
that 
i Cfl,.‘.9 tj-l, fj+l,..., t,, -cj>Ez”+‘(F), 
j=l 
where cj=bi for j#k and ck=bkdk+[. So, for each j, ((-cj))~A,(-zj 
CTj+ 17 ...9 t,])+G=A,(-tj[tj+l, . . . . t,])+G. Since I,, t2, . . . . t, are (n-l)- 
relatively birigid (mod G), we conclude that each cj E [ - tj, tj+ , , . . . . t, J. In 
particular, b’ k+,dk+,=bk+,=Ck+, E [-rk+l, zk+2, . ..Y tnl. As (--bh+,>E 
A,(-Tk+,[Tk+,, ...T t, J), Observation 2.2(iii) shows that dk + 1 = 1 E Q(F). 
As bj = cj (in Q(F)) for all j, this gives that z,, r2, . . . . r, are (n - 1)-relatively 
rigid (mod G). This proves the theorem. 1 
COROLLARY 2.5. Suppose that t, , . . . . t, are (n - 1)-relatively birigid 
(mod G). Then for all z,, . . . . t, with [z,, . . . . T,] = [tI, . . . . t,] and all 
lds<n-1 we have that T,,..., T,, are s-relatively birigid (mod G) and are 
relatively birigid. 
Proof: Immediate in view of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 (using Observa- 
tion 2.2(ix) when applying Theorem 2.3(ii)). 1 
As mentioned earlier, we are interested in understanding when the condi- 
tions of (s-)relative rigidity are inherited under quadratic extensions. The 
next definition gives a criterion that will ensure that this is the case. 
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DEFINITION 2.6. We say that t, satisfies the strong annihilator condition 
(mod G) for t,, . . . . t,-, if whenever (( -a)) E AF( t,) + G and 
<t,, . . . . tn-l, -a))E((-t,)) I’-‘F, then ((-a))=0 or ((-1,)). 
We note that if one knows ((t,, . . . . t,_ 1))(( -g)) #O for all 
0 # ((-g)) E G, then in order to check that r,, satisfies the strong 
annihilator condition (mod G) for t,, . . . . t,- r, it suffices to consider the 
case where (( -a)) E A.(t,). For, expressing (( -a)) = (( -a’g)), where 
(( -a’)) E A I;(tn) and (( -g)) E G, the condition that ((t,, . . . . t, _ r )) 
<--aBE C-t,,>> IF gives that O= Cf,><tl, . . . . t,-l>Ga>>= 
<t , , . . . . t,,))(( -g)). Consequently (( -g)) = 0, and we have reduced to the 
case where {(-a)) = ((-a’)) EAF(tn). 
The importance of the strong annihilator condition is the following. 
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose t, , . . . . t, are (n - 1)-relatively rigid (mod G), 
where t,, satisfies the strong annihilator condition (mod G) for t,, . . . . t,- , . 
Set K= F(A). Then A, t,, . . . . t,-, are (n - 1)-relatively rigid mod(G,), 
where G, := iKIF(G) + I’K. 
Proof. To begin, if ((-d))EG,, then g-d))= ((-d’)), where d’EF 
and (( - d’ )) E G. Hence, (( 1)) ((d)) = (( 1)) (( -d’ )) = 0. Furthermore, if 
<u,JL u,t,, . . . . u n ~ , t, ~, )) (( - d)) = 0, applying the transfer s&~- we 
conclude that ((t,,~,t,,...,~,~,t~~,))((-d’))=O. Thus ((-d))= 
(( -d’)) = 0. Hence, the conditions required b Definition 2.1 for G are 
true for G,. We assume that (( -a))sA,( - vf t,[t,, . . . . t+r])+GK, and 
that ((-a,))EA,(-t,[t,+,,..., t+,])+G,. Then by Corollary 1.6, 
((-a.,)EiKI(;(AF(-tj[:fifl, .-, t,]))+ iKIF(G), so we can assume that 
a,EFand that ((-a~i))F~AF(-tj[t,+l, . . . . t,])+G. 
Suppose 
II- 1 
C ((Jtn, tl, . . . . t,-1, tj+l, . . . . tn-l, -aj> 
j= 1 
+ ((t,, . . . . t+,, -u))EZ”+‘K. 
Applying the transfer s:,~ to this expression we obtain that 
n-1 
C Ctl, -.5 tj-l, t,j+l, .-3 txf -a,>> 
j= 1 
+ ((t,, . . . . tn-,, -N,,(a))) EZ”+‘F. 
Using the fact that ((-N,,(a))) EA~( - t,) we can apply the (n- l)- 
relative rigidity over F to conclude that each aj E [ - tj, t,+ , , . . . . t,] z S(F), 
and that N,,(a) = 1 E S(F) or N,,(a)= - t,,E S(F). Hence, inside S(K) 
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we have aj E [ - tj, tj+ , , . . . . t,_ 1], so it remains only to show 
aEC-JC,tl,...,t,-,l. 
The preceding calculation additionally shows that any non-zero Pfister 
form among the ((A, t,, . . . . i,, . . . . t,-, , -a,)) (the “hat” means “delete”) 
is necessarily (( Jtn, t, , . . . . t,- I )). In particular, ((t, , . . . . t, _, , -a)) is 
either 0 or ((t,, . . . . t, ~ 1, A)). Multiplying a by - 4 if necessary, we 
assume that ((t,, . . . . t,-, , -a)) = 0. If N,,(a) = - t, E S(F), then applying 
the transfer SIC/~ to ((t,, . . . . t,- 1, -a)) one concludes that ((t,, . . . . t,)) = 
0 E W(F). This contradiction shows that with these reductions N,,(a) = 
1 E S(F). In particular, (( -a)) E (AK( -Act,, . . . . t,_ ,I) + GK) n iKIF(ZF). 
Applying Theorem 1.10 we find that ((-a)) = iKIF((( -cq))) for some 
c~Fwith ((-~))EA,(~,)+G and qE[tl ,..., t,-,I. But, O=i,,(((t ,,..., 
fn-1, -cq)))= iKIF(((tl, . . . . tnpl, -c))) so the exactness of 
z”-i(F) <-h>) , z??(F) k/F , z”(K) 
on n-fold Pfister forms (cf. [A, p. 4651 or [ELZ, Theorem 2.31) shows 
that ((t,, . . . . tn-,, -c)) E (( -t,)) I”- ‘F. Since t, satisfies the strong 
annihilator condition (mod G) for t , , . . . . t,- , we conclude that (( -c)) = 0 
or K-c>=<-t,). Hence ((-a>>=iKIF((-cq)))=(-q)), i.e., 
aE [tl, . . . . t,-,I. B u earlier we possibly multiplied a by -A, so in fact t 
we actually have that a E [ - &, t, , . . . . t, _ ,] as desired. The theorem is 
proved. 1 
The next result gives a criterion for establishing the strong annihilator 
condition. 
THEOREM 2.8. Suppose that t,, . . . . t, are (n - 1 )-relatively birigid 
(mod G) and 
I”-‘F= 1 ((5)) (A(B(Z, Y))+G)+Z”F 
IEd- 
for all sequences ~7 = (u, t,, . . . . u, t,) with USE { L- 1 }. Then t, satisfies the 
strong annihilator condition (mod G) for t,, . . . . t, ~, . 
Proof: Supposethat ((-c))~A~(t,)+Gandthat ((t,,..., tn-,, -c))E 
((-t,)) I”-‘F. Then, for each ZEIY~ there is some ((-a,)) E 
A,(B(Z, 9)) + G with ((t,, . . . . tn-, , -c> = C-t,> CC-%><-a,>> 
(mod I”+ ‘F). If n E Z, then (( - t,)) ((5)) = 0 so we ignore these terms. 
For each remaining Z, using Observation 2.2(ii), we express al= b,c,, 
where (( -6,)) E A,(B(Z, n), Y-I) + G for Y-’ = (t,, . . . . t,- , , -t,) and 
((-cl)) EAF( - t,). We obtain a sum 
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where ((-c)) eAF(fn) + G and ((-b,)) E A,(B((Z, n), 9’) + G. The 
(n- 1)-relative rigidity of tl, . . . . t,- 1, -t, gives ((-c))=O or ((-c))= 
((-t,)). This proves the result. m 
We conclude this section with a result that shows when the strong 
annihilator condition gives (n - 1)-relative rigidity. 
THEOREM 2.9. Suppose that t, satisfies the strong annihilator condition 
(mod G) for T,, . . . . Tag, whenever [tl, . . . . z,] = [tl, . . . . t,]. Assume further 
that I”+‘F= ((t,, . . . , t,)) IF and that (( f t,, . . . . f t,, -g)) #O for all 
choices of signs whenever 0 # (( -g)) E G. Then t,, . . . . t, are (n - l)- 
relatively rigid (mod G). 
ProoJ We assume that x1=, ((tl, . . . . tipI, ti+ 1, . . . . t,, -a,)) EZ"+'F, 
where ((-a,))~A~(-t~[t~+~ ,..., t,])+G. We have ((tl ,..., tnpl, -an))E 
((t,)) I”-‘F+I ‘+‘F, so that as In+’ Fs ((t,)) I”F, we find ((t,, . . . . t,- 1, 
-a,,)) E ((t,)) I”- ‘F. Consequently, by the strong annihilator hypothesis, 
(( -a,)) = 0 or (( -a,,)) = ((t,)). In particular, a, E C-t,] as required. 
For general j < n, we prove what is required by backward induction. We 
assume we have 
$, (([I, . . . . tr-l, t;+l, . . . . t,, -ai))EI”+‘F+S”. (*) 
We express <-aj>-C,.t,c,,+ ,,._., r,3 (-b,>+ C-0 (modZ2(F)), 
where ((-b,)) EA~( -7) and ((-g)) EG. Observe that for such 
72 7Ct,+ 1, .‘a, tnl = tj Ctj+ 13 ...3 t,]. Fix 7 and consider some 7’ = 77” E 
7Ctj+ 1, ...9 t,], (where 7” E [t,, I, . . . . t,,&). Using (( -7’, -b,,)) = 0, one 
obtains that ((z”, - b,. )) = (( 7, -b,. )). Consequently, for such 
T’ET[tj+l,..., tn]o, ((tl,..., t,-1, t,+l,..., t,, -b7’))E((7))Zn-‘F. Note 
that any summand in (*) of the form ((t,, . . . . tip 1, tj+ 1, . . . . t,, -a,)) lies in 
((7 )) I”- ‘F whenever i <j. These observations, together with (*), show 
that <tl, -, tj-1, t,+l, .-, t,, -b,g))E ((7)) I”-‘F. We now can apply 
the strong annihilator condition to see that (( -b,g)) = 0 or 
((--b,g))=((T)). But now, O=((-7, -b,g))=((-7, -g)) so we see 
that (( -g)) = 0 by our hypothesis on G. Consequently, b, E [ - 71. From 
this it follows that aj E [ - tj, t,+ 1, . . . . t,], and the theorem is proved. 1 
Remark 2.10. Suppose that F is a discretely valued Henselian field 
whose residue class field Y has characteristic 2. If t,, . . . . t, have 2-inde- 
pendent residues in 5 and u(rc) = 1, then using the results of Section 1 of 
[Jl] one can show that t,, . . . . t,, rc are n-relatively rigid in F. (For the 
argument in a special case, see the proof of Theorem 6.1 below.) With this, 
Corollary 2.5 can be applied to obtain an alternative proof of the main 
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results of Section 2 of [Jl 1. Specifically, Corollaries 2.9, 2.10, 2.11 of 
[Jl] assert that a certain collection of s-fold Pfister forms are linearly 
independent in Z’F/I.‘+ ‘F. The independence of these Ptister forms is a 
consequence of the s-relative rigidity of t,, t,, . . . . t,, 7~. Thus, using 
Corollary 2.5 above, the desired independence is a consequence of 
n-relative rigidity, whose proof is substantially simpler (in this case) than 
is a direct proof of s-relative rigidity. The details are omitted. 
3. RELATIVELY RIGID WITT RINGS 
In this section we describe a special class of Witt rings, called relatively 
rigid Witt rings. The main result is Theorem 3.5, which shows that the 
property of being a relatively rigid Witt ring is inherited under certain 
quadratic extensions. This result is an analogue of the going up results on 
n-rigidity that can be found in [AEJ2]. Using this we will be able to 
establish in Section 4 that GW(F) 2 H,*(F, Z/22) for any field F with W(F) 
relatively rigid. The significance of this result is that no arithmetic proper- 
ties about F need be assumed. Examples of relatively rigid Witt rings are 
given in Section 6 and include the rings W(F), where F is a discretely 
valued 2-Henselian field with residue class field 8 of characteristic 2, which 
have a “relatively rigid 2-basis” as described in Section 5. It follows from 
this that if F is a generalized local field in the sense of Kato [K3,4], then 
W(F) is relatively rigid. 
We begin with the definition: 
DEFINITION 3.1. The Witt ring W(F) is called relatively rigid (mod G) 
for tl , . . . . t, E F if: 
0) tl, . . . . t, are (n - l)-relatively birigid (mod G), 
For all u1,u2 ,..., u,~{kl}: 
(ii) ZF=A,([u,t,,u,t, ,..., u,t,],)+G and 
(iii) Z2F= ((u,tI)) IF+ ((u,t,)) IF+ ... + ((u,tn)) IF. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose W(F) is relatively rigid (mod G)for t,, . . . . t,. Then 
for all s with 1 Q s < n, and all 5 = (ul tl, u2 t2, . . . . u, t,) with ui E { + 1 }, 
Zs+lF=&,,,, ((6)) (A,(B(Z, Y)) + G) + Z’+*F. In particular, Z”+*F=O 
and Z”+‘F= {((uIt,,...,u,t,, -d)) 1 ((-d))EG}. 
Proof: The condition that Z*F= ((ui tl)) IF+ ... + ((u,t,,)) IF for all 
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U,E { k 1 } guarantees that I”+ ‘F= Clcns ((Y,)) IF for all sequences 9. 
From the arbitrary nature of the signs of the ui, we see that I”+ *F= 0. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that Y = (t,, t,, . . . . t,). For each 
Z, IF= AF( [I, r],) + G. Thus, to prove the lemma it suffices to show for 
each 1 that 
C-T> (AAC1; ~lo) + G) 
c ((Y,)) (A,(B(I, Y))+G)+ 1 ((YJ)) IF+I”+2F. 
J>I 
For ((-u))EA.([I,~],)+G we can express ((-a))-((-b))+ 
c rEC(,J ((-d,)) (mod12F), where ((-b))eAF(B(I,Y))+G and 
(( -d,)) E AF(r), where C(1) := [I, S],, - B(I, 9). Suppose r E C(I). Then 
r = t,, . . tip( - tj,) . . .,( - t,,), where i, < i,, . . . . i,, j, , . . . . j, with i, E I and j, $ I. 
If I- iE II’ - ’ denotes the sequence obtained from I by deleting i then 
Since i, <j,, . . . . j, for each such z E C(1), this shows that whenever 
((-d,))EAJT), ((~))((-d,))~~,,I((~~))IFfIS+2F. The charac- 
terization of I”+ ‘F for 1 d s < n follows. 1 
Using the results of Section 2 we obtain: 
THEOREM 3.3. If W(F) is relatively rigid (mod G) for t,, . . . . t,, then 
(i) Whenever [z,, . . . . tn] = [It1 t ] W(F) is relatively rigid , .“, n > 
(mod G)for z,, T*, . . . . T,. Thus TV, . . . . 15, are relatively birigid and s-relatively 
birigid(modG)forall l<s<n-1. 
(ii) t, satisfies the strong annihilator condition for the sequence 
UI t1, ..., u,-ltn--l (modG)forallu,,u,,...,u,~,E{+l). 
Proof: Part (i) is clear in view of Corollary 2.5. For (ii) we note 
that by Lemma 3.2, In-1F=Cl,.n-2 ((5)) (A,(B(I, Y)) + G) for all 9 = 
(ui t,, . . . . u, _, t, r, u, t,). The desired result follows by Theorem 2.8. fl 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that W(F) is relatively rigid (mod G) for t, , . . . . t, 
and suppose that 1 d s < n. Then : 
(i) Whenever Rsn”and R#@, CJER ((tJ>$I”‘lF. 
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(ii) Zf 4 E ZSf ‘F n arm,( (( - t,))), then there exist C[E F indexed 
by ZEnS with ((-c,))EA~(-t,) whenever n$Z such that 4= 
CIEnS <qI>>< -cl>> (mod Zs+‘F). 
Proof: (i) Suppose 19 =CJER ((tJ))EZ”+‘F. Let JER, and set 
{ 1, ..., n} -J= {Y,, . ..) Y,-,}. Then 0 = (( -t,,, . . . . - tr,-,)) 8 E (( - t,,, . . . . 
-t,n_,))((tJ)) (mod Z”+‘F). But we always have ((u, t,, . . . . u,t,)) #O for 
all U, E ( f 1 }. This contradiction gives (i). 
(ii) By Lemma 3.2 we can express d EC, (( Y[)) ((-a,)) (mod Zsf2F), 
where (( -a,)) E A,(B(Z, Y)) + G. If s = n - 1 and J= (1, . . . . n - l), 
A,(B(J,T))+G=A.(-t,)+G so we can express ((-a,))-((-~,))+ 
(( -d)) (mod Z’F), where (( - cJ)) E AF( - tn) and (( -d)) E G. But then 
0= ((-t,,))qS= (( -t,,))((TJ))((-d)) (modZ”+2F), which gives ((-d)) 
= 0. In this case set c, = a, for each Z and the result is proved for s = n - 1. 
We now assume s < n - 1 and set 9’ = (t i, . . . . t, ~ , , - t,). Whenever n 4 Z 
we express (( -a,)) = (( -b,)) + (( -cl)) (mod Z’F), where (( -b,)) E 
A,(B((Z, n), S’) + G and (( -cl)) E AF( - t,). Since (( - t,))cj = 0 and 
(( - t,))(( Y,)) = 0 whenever n E Z, we obtain that 
1 <%I)<-t,>><-b,> =O (mod Zsf3F). 
IEns,n$I 
As s <n - 2, by (s + l)-relative birigidity (for S’), we conclude that each 
bIE [B((Z, n), S’)]. This shows that 
where ((-cI))~AF(-tn) and Rcn ‘+ ’ is some subset coming from the 
forms <$><-b,>. We find that O=<-t,>d,-C-t,>> CJGR,n$J 
(( tJ)) (mod ZS+3F). Applying part (i) of this lemma, this shows that ncJ 
for all J E R. Consequently, the summands in CJE R (( YJ)) can be absorbed 
into the sum CIEnqnE1 ((r,))(( -a,)), creating the new sum CIEos,nEI 
((Y,))(( -c,)). This shows that 4 can be expressed as desired, proving the 
lemma. 1 
We are ready for the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.5. Zf W(F) is relatively rigid (mod G) for t,, . . . . t, and if 
K= F(A), then W(K) is relatively rigid (mod G,) for t,, . . . . t, _ , , fi. 
Proof: By Theorem 3.3(ii), t, satisfies the strong annihilator condition 
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(mod G) for t,, . . . . t,-, . We now may apply Theorem 2.7 to see that 
A, ti, . . . . t,- 1 are (n - 1)-relatively birigid (mod G,), giving condition (i) 
of Definition 3.1. In particular, Corollary 2.5 shows that t,, . . . . t,_, , fi 
are relatively birigid in K. 
We next show 12K = ((&))IK+ ((-tz))IK+ ... + ((-tnwl))IK. 
As I “+‘F=O, I”+2K=0, so it suffices to show that 12K=Cy:: (( - ti)) 
IK+ ((A)) ZK + Z3K. (For, repeated substitution then gives 12K = CT:: 
< -t,>*K+ <(&,>>*K + *“K where 3 <s < n + 2.) Let d E 12K. By 
Lemma 3.4 there exist a,, . . . . a, ~, , c E F, where (( -a, )), ,.., (( -a, ~, )) E 
AF( -t,) so that G,A~)-cef1, -a,>+ ... +c-tn-1, -a,-,>+ 
((t,, -c)) (mod 13F). Furthermore, we can assume that (( -c>> E 
AF([f, 3 ...> t,- ,I,, [t,]) + G. We choose pie K with s:,~( (( -pi))) = 
((-ai)). We then find that ~&~(d-((-t,, -pi))- . ..-((-tn-~., 
-pn- 1)) - ((A, -c))) E 13F. We denote FF := 12F/13F. The exactness 
(see [AEJl]) of i2F-+pK+J2F gives 4’~ 12F with 
d-<-f,, -PI>>- ... -C-L,, -p _ >>-((J - > t c ( 
As 12F = (( - tl)) IF + ... + (( - t,,));F’ this sho;s that there exist 
d ,,...,d+,EK for which 4-((-t,, -dl))+ ... +((-rnpl, -d,-,))+ 
((A, -c)) (mod 13K). This is what was claimed. (We remark that c E F 
for use below.) Likewise, by symmetry one obtains 12K= ((u, A)) 
ZK+ ((u,t,))IK+ ... +((u,_,t,- ,))IK for all ui E (+l}. This gives 
condition (iii) of Definition 3.1. 
We next consider (( -p)) E IK, so ((A, -p)) E 12K. By the above we 
can write <<A, -P>- C-f,, -dl>+ ... + C-fnp1. -de,>+ 
((A, -c)) (mod13K), where d,, . . . . d,-, EK and CEF with (( -c))E 
AF( [tl, . . . . t,- 1],, [t,]) + G. Rewriting we have that ((A, -PC)) c 
x-t,> -d,)) + ... + (( -fnp,, -d,p, 
birigidity of 
&(L:I;;ICI, 3 ...> 
&, t,, . . . . t,_ ,, 
)) (mod 13K). By the relative 
Theorem 1.8 shows that ((-PC)) E 
f,-ll). As K-c>~EAAC~~, . . . . t,-llo)+iKIF(G) we find 
that <(-P>EAAC& tl, . . . . f,-Ilo)+iKIF(G). Hence, IK=A,(C&, 
t,, . . . . t,- l]O) + iKIF(G). Likewise, by symmetry IK= AK([u, A, u1 t,, . . . . 
~n-I~,-llo)+iKIF(G) f or all U, E { + 11. This gives condition (ii) from 
Definition 3.1 and proves the theorem. 1 
4. THE EXACT SEQUENCES AND GALOIS COHOMOL~GY 
A critical problem in the algebraic theory of quadratic forms is deter- 
mining when the zero sequence 
Is- I~<<-‘>‘- IsF i.qf- f IsK S~F ) 1°F <-I)), I”+ ‘F (*) 
is exact for some quadratic extension K = F(d). By elementary reasons 
4Rl114X!l-13 
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this is known to be true for s < 2, and assuming Merkurjev’s theorem [Me], 
it is exact for ~63 (cf. [AEJl, Proposition 1.241 or [AEJ3]). In addition, 
one has exactness if Z”F and Z”K are both s-linked (i.e., every element of 
Z”F/Z” + I F is represented by a Plister form). This is a consequence of the 
fact that the sequence under consideration is exact when restricted to s-fold 
Pfister forms (see [A, p. 4651 or [EL2, Theorem 2.31). 
We next give the definitions which enable us to prove the exactness of 
(*) in the case of specific quadratic extensions of a relatively rigid field. 
DEFINITIONS 4.1. Let K= F(G). We assume that Ps(ZSF/Z”+‘F) is a 
collection of Pfister forms which form a basis for the Z/2B-vector space 
Z”F/Z” + ‘F. 
(i) If { (( -t )) 4 I CJ~ E P’(Z’F/Z”+ ‘F), (( - t )) 4 # O> is linearly inde- 
pendent in the quotient ((-t)) Z”F/Z”+2F, then we say that Ps(ZSF/ZS+‘F) 
is exact for t. 
(ii) If {iKIF(d) (4 E P”(Z”F/Z”+ ‘F), ZKIF(#) # 0} is linearly independent 
in the quotient Z”K/Z”+ ‘K, then we say that P”(Z”F/Z”+ ‘F) is extension 
exact for t. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let K = F(d). We assume that Z”F= 0. 
(i) Suppose for all 2 < s d m - 1 there exists a basis of s-fold Pfister 
forms, P” = P”(Z”F/Z” + ’ F), of Z”FjZ” + ‘F which is exact for t. Then for all s 
the sequence 
is exact. 
(ii) Suppose for all 2 d s <m - 1 there exists a basis of s-fold Pfister 
forms, P” = P”(Z”FjZ” t IF), of Z”F/Z” + ’ F which is extension exact for t. Then 
for all s the sequence 
Z”F -+ Z”K + Z”F 
is exact. 
Proof (i) We prove exactness at I”- ‘F by backward induction on s. 
For s B m, as Z”F= 0, the result is an immediate consequence of the exact- 
ness of (*) on PIister forms. We now assume the result for s + 1. Let 
#EZ~-‘F, where (( - t))b=O. We write $=C #i (mod Z”F), where the 
di~P”-‘. As 0= (( -t))qhzC (( -t))di (modZ”+‘F), we conclude by the 
exactness for t of P” that each (( - t )) 4i = 0. By the exactness of (*) on 
Plister forms, we see there exists XEZ~-‘K with S&~(X) = C 4i. We find 
that 4 -S&~(X) E Z”F and that (( -t)) (4 -s&,(x)) = 0. By our inductive 
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assumption, we conclude that 4 - s~,~(x) = s&/,(8) for some 0 E I”K. This 
gives the exactness at I” ~ ‘F. 
For the exactness at I”F, where 2 <s< m, we proceed by usual induc- 
tion. As noted above, the case where s < 3 is always exact. For s 2 m, the 
result is trivial. Assuming the result for s - 1, let 4 E I”F with iKIF(#) = 0. 
Then, by induction, I$ = (( -t))& where 0~ I,‘- 2F. We write 8 = C 0, 
(mod 1” ~ ‘F), where Bi E P” - 2. We find that C (( - t )) 8, = 4 = 0 (mod I”F). 
The exactness for t of PSp2 shows that each ({ - t)) 8; = 0. In particular, 
0 -C 8, E I” ~ ‘F and (( -t)) (0 -C ei) = 4. This gives the result. 
(ii) Now the exactness at I”K. For 2 <s<m we proceed by usual 
induction. Again, the case of s d 3 is known, and for s >m, the result 
follows as I”K= 0 (as well as I”F= 0) in this situation. (To see this use the 
exactness of (*) on Pfister forms.) Assuming the result for s - 1, let Q E I’K 
with S&~(Q) = 0. Then, by induction, 4 = iKiF(d), where l3 E I” ~ ‘F. We write 
8 = C 8; (mod I”F), where eiE P”- I. We find that 1 i,,,(e;) = 4 = 0 
(mod I”K). Extension exactness for t shows that each i,,(e,) =O. In 
particular, d = i,,J 8 - C 0,) w h ere 0 - 23 Bi E I”F. This gives the result. 1 
Our next task is to show how s-relative rigidity can give rise to towers 
of ideals which are exact and extension exact for specific t E F. 
For the remainder of this section, Y = (t,, t,, . . . . t,), where ti E F will be 
fixed. We shall assume that W(F) is relatively rigid (mod G) for 
fl, t,, . ..> t,, where G is some given ideal. Hence, by Theorem 2.7 and 
Corollary 2.5 we know that t,, t,, . . . . t,, are relatively birigid and s-relatively 
birigid (mod G) for 1 d s < n - 1. For each such s we have 
I’+‘(F)= 1 ((FJ)) (A.(B(J,Y))+G)+I”+‘F. 
Jt n’ 
For each ZE + [t,, . . . . tnlO, we denote by P(r) a collection of l-folds 
((-a)) EAT-, which together with ((-r)) form a basis for A,(z)/I’F. 
We denote by P(G) a basis for G/12F consisting of l-fold PIister forms. One 
may easily check that the collection P(B(I, T)) := U,ESC,,7,P(t) u P(G) 
forms a basis of [A,(B(I, T))+G]/[({(( -q))lq~B(I, T)})+12F]. For 
each I E n” we denote by 
P(I, zTy+ l := {<%-,>>(-a,>> I (-a,>>Ep(mm)). 
Whenever necessary, we shall adjoin subscripts Pi,(z), P,(B(I, Y)), etc., to 
indicate the underlying field. This next lemma applies to the collections 
P(I, 9-y+ ‘, but we need a slightly more general formulation. We have: 
LEMMA 4.3. Let Q(I, Y) he any collection of l-folds which form a 
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basis of CA,(B(Z, 5)) + G]/[( { (( -4)) I qE B(Z, Y)}) + Z’F]. Then the 
collection 
Q'+'U'+ 1/Zs+2F) := u { <%>< -a,>> I G', -a,>> E QK y,} Itn' 
u {<KS I JEnS+'l 
of (s + 1)-fold Pfister forms is a basis of Z.Ff1F/Zs+2F. 
Proof: For each ZenS let q(Z) be a finite index set and suppose that 
< -aLq>, 4EdZ)Y is a collection of elements of Q(Z, Y). For non-empty 
q(Z) set a,= n,,,,,, u,,~. Let J&’ G n’+’ and suppose that 
Then C IEnsy,,jfO ((Y[))(( -a,)) EZ”+~F+ S”+ ‘. According to Observa- 
tion 2.2(vi), a,~ [B(Z, S)], contrary to the assumption that Q(Z, Y) is a 
basis of [A,(B(Z, 5)) + G]/[( ((( -4)) 1 q E B(Z, Y)}) + Z2F]. We con- 
clude that in fact q(Z) = @ for each I. But this means that CJEM 
((YJ)) E Z’+*F, so by Lemma 3.4(i) we conclude that J&’ = @ as well. This 
shows that there are no non-trivial relations (mod ZS+2F) among the 
elements of Q”’ ‘(ZS+ r/IS+ 2F) and gives their linear independence. That 
these elements pan I”+ ‘F/Z sf2F is clear by the definitions. This proves the 
lemma. 1 
As a particular consequence of Lemma 4.3 we obtain that the collection 
P’+‘(Zs+1/Zs+2F) := u P(Z, Y)‘+‘u (<(TJ)) I JenS+‘} 
fen’ 
is a basis for the quotient I”+ 1F/ZIIsi2F. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that W(F) is relatively rigid (mod G) for 
t1, t,, ..., t,. Then the collection P’+ ‘(Z”+ ‘/Zs+2F) is exact for t,. 
Proof: Consider 4~ Ps+‘(ZSf’/Zsf2F). If #= ((%))(( -a)), where 
n E Z, or if 4 = ((FJ)), where n E J, then (( - t,,))d = 0. Also, if 
~=((~I))((-a)), where ((-a))eAF(-tn), we find that ((-tn))h=O. 
We claim that for the collection of #E PSf1(ZS+‘/ZSf2F) with 
(( - t,))q4 # 0, the collection of (( - t,)) 4 are distinct elements of the basis 
P+2(Zs+2/Zs+3F) for the sequence Y’= (tl, . . . . trip,, -t,). The result will 
follow. 
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We have that if (( -t,)) 4 + 0, then .either (i) 4 = ((YJ)), where n 4 J, or 
(ii) 4= <T>>Ga>>, h w ere n$Z and ((-u))EP(B(Z,Y))-P(-t,)= 
P(B((Z, n), S’)). In case (i), the (( -t,))((~J)) are the distinct 
elements ((Y;,,,)). In case (ii), the elements (( -t,))((~I))(( -a)) = 
C-Q,,>< -a>>, h w ere (( -a )) E P(B( (Z, n), r’). Collectively, both cases 
give the distinct elements in P ‘+*(Zs+*/Zsi3F). From these observations 
the lemma follows. 1 
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose that W(F) is relatively rigid (mod G) for 
t,, t 2, . . . . t,. Then the collection Ps+1(ZS+1/Z’+2F) is extension exact 
for -tn. 
Proof: Set K= F(c). Consider 4 E P”+‘(Z”f’/Z”+2F). If 4 = 
((F,})((-a)), where neZ, or if $= ((YJ>, where nEJ, then iKIF(d)=O. 
We claim that for the collection of C$ E P>+1(Zsf’/Zs+2F) with iKIF(q5) #O, 
the i,,(d) are distinct elements of a basis Q~+1(ZSf’/ZS+2K) of 
I”+ ‘K/Z ‘+*K for the sequence 6, t,, . . . . t,- i as described in 
Lemma 4.3. According to Theorem 3.5, W(K) is relatively rigid (mod GK) 
for J-tn, tl, . . . . t+,, so Lemma 4.3 applies. The result will follow. 
We have that if iKIF(q3) # 0, then either case (i) 4 = ((sJ)), where n 4 J, 
or case (ii) 4 = ((F,))(( -a)), where n $1 and ((-a)) E P,(B(Z, Y)). In 
case 61, the iKIF(<%>) are distinct elements of the form ((ST )) for the 
sequence J c* = (&, t,, . . . . t +,). In case (ii), suppose f$= ((Y,))(( --a)), 
where (( -a)) E PF( - t,) s P,(B(Z, r)). Then, using Corollary 1.11, 
iKIF((( --a)))~A~(fl[t,, . . . . tHpl]). Moreover, the collection of 
iKIF( (( -a))) coming from all (( -a)) E PF( -t,) are linearly independent 
in ~A&Lt~,..., t,-llH({G~~lq~ C~*l)+Z*Kl as these <-a>> 
are linearly independent in A.(fi)/[(((t,)))+Z’F]. Next, if we 
consider the (( -a)) E P&) u PF( -Tt,), where r E B(Z, Y) - { -t,}, we 
know that each iKIF( (( -a))) E AK(r). Moreover, such iKIF( (( -a))) (for 
(( -a)) E PF(~) u PF( - rt,)) are linearly independent in the quotient 
AF(r)/[( (( --t >)) + Z2K] by the independence assumptions of PF(~) u 
PF( -Tt,). Finally, for (( -a))~ P,(G) the images iKIF((( -a))) are 
linearly independent in i,,(G)/Z*K. In particular, as the ((-a)) 
range over our basis P(B(Z, Y)) of [A,(B(Z, Y)) + G]/[( ((( -4)) 1 q E 
B(Z, r)}) + Z2F], their images iKIF( (( -a))) are linearly independent in 
[A,(B((Z*, Y*))+G]/[(((-q))IqE [Y’*])+Z*K], where Z* denotes the 
sequence (n, I) for T* (i.e., so that ((Jfn))((Y,)) = ((Y$,,)). Altogether, 
this shows using Lemma 4.3 that the non-zero iKIF(d) are distinct elements 
of a basis Qs+‘(ZS+‘/ZS+*K) for Zs+1K/Zs+2K. From these observations the 
lemma follows. 1 
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THEOREM 4.6. Suppose that W(F) is relatively rigid (mod G) for 
t,, . . . . t,. We set K = F(A). Then for all s 
I”F-tI”+‘F~I”~tK--tIJ+1F~~s+2F 
is exact. 
ProoJ: Put Proposition 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 together with Lemmas 4.4 
and 4.5 noting that W(F) is also relatively rigid (mod G) for the sequence 
t,, t,, . . . . f”-I, -t,, so that extension exactness for t, is obtained when 
applying Lemma 4.5. 1 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the rings k,(F) defined by 
Milnor in [Mi]. Milnor showed that there is a graded ring surjection s*: 
k,(F) -+ G W(F), where G W(F) := ( WF/IF, IF/12F, . ..) is the graded Witt 
ring, and a graded ring homomorphism h*: k,(F) + H*(F, Z/22), where 
H*(F, 2/2;2) is the (Galois) cohomology ring of the protinite group 
Gal(Fse,IF) ULp := a separable closure of F) acting trivially on z/22. The 
construction applies verbatim to give a graded ring homomorphism h,*: 
k,(F) + H,*(F, z/22), where H,*(F, z/22) is the (Galois) cohomology ring 
of the profinite group Gal(F,/F) (F, := a quadratic closure of F). These 
maps are defined on the generators of k,(F) by s”(l(a,)@Z(a,)@ ‘.. 0 
4a,)) = < -a,, -a,, . . . . -a,)) (mod Z”+l F) and by h”(l(a,)@l(a2)@ 
... @/(a,)) = (al)u (a2) u ... u (a,) (cup product), where (ai) corre- 
sponds to aiF** under the identification H’(F, Z/2H) z F*/F*2. Milnor 
showed that the map s2: k,(F) --) 12F/13F is always an isomorphism. 
Suppose that s*: k,(F) -+ GW(F) is an isomorphism. Then one obtains 
that the composition eXF := h*(s*)-‘: GW(F)+H,*(F, Z/22) is a well- 
defined homomorphism of graded rings. (The problem of determining if e”: 
I”F+ H”(F, 2122) defined on generators by ((-a,, -a2, . . . . -a,)) H 
(a, 1 u (a21 u . . . u (a,,) is well-defined is an important open question.) In 
order to see if s* is an isomorphism, it suffices to check injectivity. In this 
connection we make the following definition. Suppose that di, xj are n-fold 
Pfister forms. We say that a relation C cji E C xj (mod I”+ ‘F) is a relation 
from k-theory if the corresponding relation is true in k,,(F). Clearly, in 
order to check the injectivity of sn, it suffices to check that any relation 
among n-fold Pfister forms in Z”F is a relation from k-theory. Since s* is an 
isomorphism, any relation in PF is a relation from k-theory. In addition, 
any relation in I”F that is generated by the multilinearity of n-fold Pfister 
forms from relations in PF is a relation from k-theory. 
THEOREM 4.7. Suppose that W(F) is relatively rigid (mod G) for 
t, ) . ..) t,. Then Milnor’s surjection q*: k,(F) -+ G W(F) is an isomorphism. 
Consequently, ?S, F: G W(F) + H,*(F, Hl2.Z) is well-defined. 
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Proof. Since I”+ ’ F is linked, the map s”+‘: k,+,(F) +Z”+‘F is an 
isomorphism by [ELl, Corollary 6.31. As k,F= T”‘F=O for m > n+ 1, 
it remains to show that sj: k,(F) + 7jF is an injection (hence 
an isomorphism) for 2 <j < n + 1. Let Bi E P’F and assume that 
;i$&= OE f’F. A pp ying 1 Lemma 3.2 for each i there is an expression 
,eni (%)><-a,,,> (modl’+‘F)with (-u,,~>>EA~(B(I,~))+G. 
But this relation is a relation from k-theory, for the proof of Lemma 3.2 
used only the condition Z2F= (( &- t,))ZF+ ... + (( f t,))ZF, multi- 
linearity, and relations involving annihilators of l-fold Ptister forms (which 
are relations in PF). We thus can apply multilinearity to obtain a relation 
from k-theory, 
where (( - ny= r a,,,)) E A,(B(I, Y)) + G. By j-relative rigidity we obtain 
that ny= I a,,,~ [B(I, S)], i.e., for some subset Rsnj, O=Cy!, 19~s 
CJtR C%>> (mod 1 j+ ‘F). Lemma 3.4(i) shows that R is empty, i.e., 
CT= r Bi E I’+ ‘F is a relation coming from k-theory. From this the theorem 
follows. 1 
In order to prove the final result of this section, we need the following 
technical result. The proof of this result is identical to the diagram chase 
which is the proof of [AEJ2, Theorem 4.41, so it is omitted. 
THEOREM 4.8. Suppose that F c A4 c F,. Assume 
6) if;,,: GW(M) --f H,*(M, Zj2Z) : 1s a well-defined isornorphism; 
(ii) for each K/Ffinite with Kc M, e,*,k is well-defined; 
(iii) for each K/F finite and each L with [L : K] = 2 and L s M, the 
zero sequence 
is exact for all s. 
Then 6?:,, : G WF --) H,*(F, 2122) is a well-defined isomorphism. 
Remark. The special case of Theorem 4.8, where A4 = F,, and the 
analogue, where both M and F,, are replaced by a separable closure Fsep, 
were proved (and heavily used) in [AEJl]. 
THEOREM 4.9. Suppose that W(F) is relatively rigid (mod G) for 
t,, . ..) t,. Then there is a well-defined graded ring isomorphism 
ez,, : GW(F) -+ H*(Gal(Fq/F), Z/22). 
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ProoJ For each m = 1,2, . . . we define F,,, = F( *fi, . . . . ‘fi) in some 
fixed 2-closure Fq of F. Set M := u,“= i F,,,. Then by Theorem 3.5, every 
finite extension K of F inside M is a relatively rigid Witt ring for a sequence 
71, 72, . . . . 7, E K. Hence by Theorem 4.7, ~4*,~ is well-defined for such K. 
Moreover, by Theorem 4.6, whenever FE K s L G M with K/F finite and 
[L : K] = 2, the long zero sequence 
is exact for all s. Finally, as Z2F,,, = (( - “fi)) IF,,, + ... + (( - *&))ZF,, 
We see that I’M= 0. In particular, .z!?:,~ is a well-defined isomorphism. 
Theorem 4.8 applies to give the theorem. 1 
Remark 4.10. Consider the sequence of fields Fc MS F, defined in the 
proof of Theorem 4.9. Set F’ := F($‘? : n = 1,2, . ..) to be the field obtained 
from F by adjoining all 2”th roots o unity for all IZ E N, and set M’ := F’M. 
Then M’ is a Galois extension of F (inside Fq) with I’M’= 0. By 
[Wl, Theorem 3.11 the pro-2 Galois group 9 := Gal(Fq/M’) is a pro-free 
prolinite 2-group. Moreover, the Galois group Q := Gal(M’/F) is easily 
understood since F’/F is a cyclotomic extension and Gal(M’/F’) z (Z,)” 
(Z, := the 2-adics). (one might say that Q is “cyclotomic by Kummer.“) 
We obtain a short exact sequence of Galois groups: 
0 -+ 9 + Gal(F,/F) + Q + 0. 
While relative rigidity guarantees the existence of such a decomposition for 
Gal(F,,/F), it is not a necessary condition. The author believes that the 
determination of necessary conditions on W(F) to guarantee the existence 
of this type of decomposition of Gal(F,IF) is an important question 
deserving further attention from researchers in quadratic forms. 
5. RELATIVELY RIGID ~-BASES 
In this section p is an arbitrary prime (not necessarily 2). Section 6 will 
use the results here only in the case where p = 2, but they can be proved 
in greater generality without difficulty and are included in the hope of 
future applications. (Already there are connections between these ideas and 
the theory of division algebras; see [J2], for example.) 
Let 9 be a field of finite characteristic p. Elements tl, z2, . . . . 7, ~9 are 
said to form a p-basis of F if one has a strictly increasing sequence of 
subfields 
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A field 9 can have many different p-bases; if [zP : Fp] =p” every p-basis 
has exactly n elements. We shall be interested in p-bases which satisfy 
special conditions below. 
For fixed n we denote by T the set of n-tuples I= (iI, iz, . . . . i,), where 
0 < i, <p for all j. Later it will become convenient to identify T as the 
Z/pZ-vector space (Z/pZ)“. We fix r I, r2, . . . . rn E Y and whenever IE T we 
abbreviate ril ti2 . . tin by r’. Using this notation, it follows from the 
definitions thktt ‘whenker r , , r2, . . . . r,, are a p-basis for F and f~ P’, there 
exist unique x, E F indexed by IE T such that 
f= 1 t'x;. 
/ET 
We denote by T, the set T- ((0, 0, . . . . O)}. The condition we are 
interested in is given next. 
DEFINITION 5.1. A p-basis tl, r2, . . . . r,, of a field B is called a relatively 
rigid p-basis if for any collection of x1 E 9 indexed by ZE T, 
1 z’x:, E p(8) =s T’X:, E @3(F) for each I. 
It T,, 
A field F may have many relatively rigid p-bases (as well as non- 
relatively rigid p-bases). In order to give the needed examples we require 
the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose that v: 8 + r is a valuation on a field 9 of 
characteristic p. 
(i) Zf v(x) < 0 and v(x) $pI’, then x $ p(F). 
(ii) Assume that v: F + h is Henselian. Suppose XE 9 and v(x) 2 0. 
Then XE ~(9) ifand only ifz.~ p(g). In particular, ifye. and v(y)>O, 
then y E p(F). 
Proof (i) If x= zp- z and v(x) < 0, then necessarily v(z) ~0. But 
then v(x) = v(zp) ~pr as required. 
(ii) Observe that the polynomial Xp- X-x is separable with a root 
in P. The result now follows from Hensel’s lemma. 1 
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose that v: F -+ f is a Henselian valuation on afield 9 
of characteristic p. Let n,, n2, . . . . n, E B be a p-basis and assume that the 
classes of v(n,), v(n,), . . . . v(n,,) represent a basis for the z/p??-vector space 
T/pT. Then n , , n2, . . . . n, are a relatively rigid p-basis for 9. 
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Proof: The independence condition on the values u(rci) shows that 
whenever X[E 9 are indexed by ZE TO 
v(&+)= inf{ v(7r’x;) 1 ZE r,>. (*) 
Suppose that CIEr, X’X,PE a(9), where x,E.~. Applying (*) we see 
that v(L, To rc’xIp) #PT. Lemma 52(i) gives that v(C,~ r,, n’x,“) > 0, and 
applying (*) yet again, each v(x’x,“) > 0. Lemma 52(ii) gives that 
71’~; E~(9) for each Z as required. 1 
Lemma 5.3 shows that if & is perfect hen the usual p-basis T,, T2, . . . . T,, 
for the iterated Laurent series field .Y = $$(( T,))(( T,)) . . . ((T,)) is a 
relatively rigid p-basis. We remark that if one sets T/ = 1 + T,, then it can 
be shown that T;, T;, . . . . TI, is a p-basis that is not a relatively rigid p-basis 
for 9. (The latter observation was the key to producing the indecom- 
posable division algebras of prime exponent in [J2], where it is shown that 
condition (ii) of Theorem 5.4 (below) fails for this p-basis.) 
We next present the main application of the concept of a relatively rigid 
p-basis. This requires a bit more notation. We denote by T* equivalence 
classes of element of TO where we consider two sequences Z and Z 
equivalent if Z= kZ’ for k E Z/p& where Z and I’ are viewed as (non-zero) 
elements of (Z/PLY)“. Observe that Z and I’ are equivalent precisely when 
BP(t’) = Fp(r”). (In fact, this is why we consider the “projective space” 
T*.) We shall denote the equivalence class of ZE TO again by the same 
symbol ZE T*. For any field F we denote by k,F the quotient KyF/pKyF 
(p is our fixed prime). (The superscript M is to indicate Milnor K-theory.) 
We shall only be concerned with i= 1,2. 
THEOREM 5.4. Suppose that z, , t2, . . . . 2, are a relatively rigid p-basis for 
a field 9 of characteristic p. Then : 
(i) Every fEF* can be expressed as a product 
f= n fI3 where fieSp(z'). 
IE T’ 
(ii) Every CI E k, F can be expressed as 
a== i ~(fi)Oz(zi), where fi E 9. 
i= 1 
ProojI In order to prove Theorem 5.4 we need to recall some notation 
and the theorem of Kato, Bloch and Gabber [KBG]. For fields 9 of 
characteristic p we denote by QB the absolute differential module of 
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Y, and SZ’Y denotes the rth exterior power /\r!2P. We denote by 
d: sZ’- ‘9 + 52’9 the exterior derivative; by convention Q”9 = F. 
Whenever 9 has characteristic p, the “differential symbol” is the map 
detined on the generators of k,(9) by 
dt’ dt 
dlog(l(t,)@ ... @l(t,))=’ A . . . A ‘. 
t1 ti 
The Cartier operator is the group homomorphism 
defined on generators of sZ”B by 
We must exploit the following. 
THEOREM 5.5 (Kato, Bloch and Gabber [KBG]. For any field g of 
characteristic p the map dlog: kj(F) + ~2’8 is injective with image ker(%Y). 
In order to prove Theorem 5.4 we must carry out some explicit computa- 
tions using the Kato-Bloch-Gabber theorem. We define the Z/pZ-linear 
map 
cg?’ . Q2”8 ~ Q”&C by j+‘,, . . . +H(fLf)$i’ dz- /y . . . /y_.lr. 
1, Is 1, z,x 
Here, zi, t2, . . . . t, is our fixed relatively rigid p-basis for 9, and conse- 
quently the collection 
forms a basis for the P-vector space $2’9. If 7~: Q”S + Q”~JdQ”-‘9 
denotes the cannonical projection, then %? = rt 0 ‘$7. In particular, ker(V) = 
{coEQ~~ 1 W(o)EdW’9:). 
We now prove (i). First we determine ds2’9. If 
f= 1 z’x:, then df= c d(z’)xT. 
/ET le T,, 
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For Z= (I,, I,, . . . . Z,) E T, we have that 
d(7’) = i zj7+. 
j=l I 
This shows that dQ”9 consists of precisely those l-forms 
for some collection of x1 E S indexed by ZE To. This shows that we can 
characterize ker(%) as the following subgroup of Q’9: 
ker(%) = there existsf = 1 r’x; EP 
Ic T 
such that @(fr) = 1 Zj7'x~ . (**I 
IE T,, 
Let y = c,“= ,f,(d~~)/(z,) E ker(%?) and suppose that f= CIE T 7’~: E 9 
satisfies @(Jr) = CIE T0 Zjr’x$. Since the 7i are a relatively rigid p-basis we 
can conclude that Z,T'X; E p(F) for all ZE To. We express ZjtrxT = ~(a,~) 
for a,,jE9. For fixed JE To we set zJ=xJ and for J#ZE To we set z,=O. 
We define 
b,= i a,,,?. 
.j= 1 J 
Then, since @(a,, j) = Jj7"xP, = CIE T Z,r'z~, (**) shows that bJE ker(%?). 
Note however that a(h) = C,, T0 Z,T'X$ = C,, T0 p(a,,j) so that fi= 
c lo To a,, j + rj, where rj E iF, c 9. So, adding rj to some a,,,j as necessary 
shows that we in fact can assume fi = Clc T0 a,, j. Consequently, 
This, together with (**), shows that ker(%) is generated by the set of 
elements 
bJ= i a,,,? JETS and daJ,J) 
j=l J 
= J.zJxP, for some fixed J X/EP . 
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We now consider a generator b,. Suppose b, = C”,=, aJ,k(dTk/Tk), where 
@(a, j) = JjzJxp for x E 9. For convenience we shall view the elements of 
[F, c 9 also as elements of (0, 1,2, . . . . p - l} c Z so we can use them as 
exponents. Since J, E IF, we know that Jp = J, E [F,. Hence, for any k and j, 
@(a, j) = J,zJxp = @(a,,,). 
This shows that 
Jk a J,k = J, aJ, j + sk 
for some sk E IF,. In particular, fixing some j we can express 
We note that 
Sk 2 = dlog(t:) E dlog(P-(z,)). 
Thus in order to complete the proof of part (i) of Theorem 5.4 it suffices to 
prove that 
J,:’ a, jd?J ,. 7 E dlog(SP(zJ)). 
Since @(J,:’ aJ,,) E zJFp this follows from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.6. Suppose that up-a = zJxp for some x E F-*. Then 
a 5 E dlog(8P(tJ)). 
Proof. Observe that up-a = fix* gives immediately that aEFp(zJ). 
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Since Xp-‘- 1 =(X- l)(X-2)...(X-(p- 1)) over FJX] we can apply 
partial fractions and express 
-1 P-1 
j/P-‘- 1 = ,T, 5 
for c, E F,. It follows that for any a E 9, a # F,, we can express 




But we now observe that 
dlog( (a - I)“) = 2l da 
and in particular for all a E 8, a 4 IF,, we see that 
2 da E dlog(FP(a)). 
Using the fact that ap- a = rJxp we have that d(rJxp) = -da E 52’9 and 
so we can express 
dtJ d(r’xp) --a 
a,=a -= 
ZJXP 
- da E dlog(FJ’(a)) = dlog(gP(rJ)). 
t ap-a 
This proves the lemma and part (i) of Theorem 5.4. 
In order to prove part (ii) of Theorem 5.4 we set A := x1=, k,FQ 
Z(T,) c k,F-. We must show that k,F = A. In view of part (i) it suffices 
to check that for any Z, JE T* if x Ebb and if yeFP(rJ) then 
Z(x)QZ(y)eA. We express 
P--l p--l 
x= 1 (z’)‘xp and y= c (t”)‘yf. 
i=o i=O 
Then 
dog(O) 0 G)) = 
(CfrI’ i(r’)‘xf) . (Cf:,’ i(r”)‘yf) g$ * fig. 
XY T tJ 
If 1= JE T*, then this is zero. If I# JE T* then a direct calculation reveals 
that 
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Using the fact that rl, r2, . . . . r,, are a relatively rigid p-basis for F, it 
follows that there are a,,,~9 with @(u~,~)E (z’)~(~‘)‘B~ and so that 
@ ( c a,,, = M > ( 
(cp:; i(s’)‘xy) (cp:,’ i(z”)‘yp) 
(i. i) # (O,O) XY 1. 
In particular, for some s E IF,, we must have 




x$ A $dlog(A). 
We next apply Lemma 5.6 to see that as (i,j) # (0, 0), 
E dlog(~p((r’)‘(r”)‘)). 
Whenever i # 0 
d((t’)‘(zJ)‘) dr’ ,dT’ dzJ 
(z’)yrq’ A7==17AJ T T 
and whenever j # 0 
d((d’(+‘) A &= / dz’ A c, 






7 A +log(4 
and Theorem 5.4 is proved. 1 
In the next section we use Theorem 5.4 in the case where p = 2. In this 
case we note that ~2(t)=82+rk . c2 This gives the connection between 
the relative rigidity studied in this section and the quadratic form theoretic 
versions studied earlier. 
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6. DYADIC VALUED FIELDS 
In this section we give non-trivial examples of fields F for which W(F) 
is relatively rigid. These are fields F of characteristic 0 with a 2-Henselian 
valuation v: F -+ Z, whose residue class fields 9 are the fields of charac- 
teristic 2 studied in the last section. As pointed out earlier, it was through 
the study of these fields that the concept of relative rigidity arose. In this 
section it is necessary to use the key results from Section 1 of [Jl]. The 
main result of this section is the following: 
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that F is a discretely valued 2-Henselian field of 
characteristic 0, with residue class field 9 having a relatively rigid 2-basis -- 
t,, t 2, . . . . <, where t, , t,, . . . . t, are units of F. Let 7c be a uniformizing 
parameter of F. Set G c IF to be the ideal generated by 12F and the I-fold 
Pfister forms (( - (1 + 4gi) )), where the z., i E S, range over a Z/2Z-basis of 
~/(a(W + CT, [r,,...,l”]o fF2). Then W(F) is relatively rigidfor t,, . . . . t,, 7~ 
(mod G). 
Proof: We remark that everything we prove below for t,, t,, . . . . t,,, rc 
applies equally well to & t, , . . . . _ n, _ +t +z. For, v(rc)=v(-rr)=l and 
i; = - t,, . . . . i;; = - t,. Furthermore the results will also apply whenever 
t, 9 ..., t, are modified to r,, . . . . z, where [tl, . . . . t,] = [z,, . . . . r,]. 
We must verify the conditions of Definitions 3.1. We begin with condi- 
tion (ii), i.e., that IF= AF([t,, . . . . t,, 7~1~) + G. For this we establish the 
equivalent condition that F* be generated by the 1 + 4g; for iE S and 
DF((( --5))), where r~ [tl, . . . . t,, z],,. Let XE F. Multiplying by an element 
of F*’ or zF*~ as necessary, we can assume that x is a unit of F. According 
to Theorem 54(i), we can multiply x by products of the form f2 - rs2, 
where ZE [t,, . . . . tn],,, and reduce to the case where X = 1 E 9. We now 
express x = 1 + m, where m E F and v(m) > 0. To prove the result, we show 
that x can be further multiplied by elements of { 1 + 4gi ) ie S} and 
DF((( -r))) to give x’, where x’= 1 +m’ with v(m’)> v(m). By the dis- 
creteness of the value group, sufficient iterations will give that v(m’) > u(4) 
so as F is 2-Henselian we will have 1 -t m’ E F*2. This will give condition 
(ii) of Definition 3.1. 
Suppose that v(m) = o(rr’) 6 22. Then, expressing the residue 71’m= 
c TE cI ,,---,,., rxf, where x, E F, direct computation shows 
(l+m) n ( 1 - rct(x,rc 7s CfI,...,hl 
w2,2) = 1 +m’, 
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where m' E F and u(m') > u(m). If u(m) = u(rc’) < u(4) but r is even, we 
express the residue n-'m = C, E r ,,,,,,,, . Zxz, where x, E F. We find that 
(l+m) II 
( 
1 -z(x,~c~‘~)* (1 -x,~c~/~)~= 1 +m', 
Tt [r1....,tnlo > 
where m'e F and u(m')>v(m) (this uses the fact that as u(nr)<u(4) we 
have u(rcr) < ~(27~“~)). Finally, suppose that u(m) = u(4). This time we can 
write 44 =63(Y) + C,,cl ,,.._, r 30 y,ff +Cits,,& where Y, X,EF and the g, 
for S, C_ S are as specified in the statement of the theorem. By direct 
calculation 
(l+m)(l+2JJ)2 JI,o 
( 3 .n 
l-Gk)2)(n 1+4g,)=1 +m', 
where u(m') > u(4). This gives (ii) of Definition 3.1. 
We next show that (iii) holds. According to Corollaries 2.9, 2.10, and 
2.11 of [Jl], Z2F is always generated by the ideal ((-t,))ZF+ ... + 
((-t,))ZF+ ((-n))ZF+G together with the 2-folds of the form 
c--x, -Yh where x, y E F are units. Moreover, it follows from 
Theorem 2.13 of [Jl] that the x and y can be chosen so that I(X) 0 1(j) 
range over a generating set for k2(Y). According to Theorem 54(ii), we 
can choose our generating set so that each x is -r, for some i = 1, . . . . n. 
This establishes condition (iii) of Definition 3.1. 
To conclude we must show that t,, . . . . t,, n are n-relatively rigid 
(mod G). For this we establish the strong annihilator condition for 
appropriate sequences and invoke Theorem 2.9. We note ‘that as (iii) has 
been established for F, the hypotheses of 2.9 are satisfied. First we must 
show that G satisfies the condition required by Definition 2.1. Suppose that 
(( -g)) E G. Then we can express g = 1 + 42.4, where u is a unit of F with 
u+ m(F) + 27, [I,,...,&]” 29’. It now follows from Corollary 1.8 of [Jl] 
that ((ti, . . . . t,, rc))(( -g)) #OE W(F). In addition, we must also show 
that (( l))(( -g)) =0 for any l-fold generator ((-g)) of G. We write 
g=1+4uandnotethat (1+4u)((l+2u)2+(2u)2)=(1+4u)(l+4u+8u2)~ 
1 + 80,~ Fq2. This shows that g is a sum of two squares in F, and 
consequently (( 1 )) (( -g )) = 0. This gives the condition required for G by 
Definition 2.1. 
Consider z1,t2 ,..., T,+~EF with [t,,z, ,..., r,,+i]= [t ,,..., tn,n]. We 
must show that whenever ((-a)) ~,4~(~,+,)+Gand ((ri, . . . . tn))(( -a)) E 
<-~“+I ))Z"F then (( -a)) = 0 or (( -a)) = (( -7, + , )). As noted after 
Definition 2.6, it suftices to consider the case where (( -a )) E A,(z, + , ). 
There are two cases; either u(t, + , ) = 0 or u(t, + i ) = 1. In the first case, 
we may assume z,+, = t,, and ((T,, . . . . r,))= ((t,, . . . . tnpl, 7~)) since (in 
481’148.1-14 
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our notation) one can always replace t,, . . . . t, by any 7,, . . . . 7,, with 
c7 1, ...> 7,l = Ct,, . . . . t,] and can replace rc by any uniformizing parameter. 
In this first case we have ((t,, . . . . t,- , , n, -a)) E (( - t,))I”F, where 
((-a)) gAF(tn). Multiplying a by a square, and multiplying a by t, if 
necessary, we ma=ssume that a = 1 + t,s2, where u(s) 3 0. We first sup- 
pose that fi = 1 + t,s2 inside 8, where S# 0. Then, inside F(A) we divide 
a by (1 +As)~ and find that a = 1 + 2 Asu (mod F(&)*2), where u is 
a unit of F(A) with U= 1. The fact that ((tl, . . . . trip,, rc, -a))= 
0 E F(A) now contradicts Corollary 1.8 of [Jl ] applied to the field 
F(A). We can now assume that a = 1 - tns2 for s E F with U(S) > 0. Our 
assumption gives that -t,eDF(((t,, . . . . rc, -a))‘). If u(s)<u(~), this 
contradicts Theorem 1.9(ii) of [Jl]. If u(s) = u(2) we set s’=s/2. As 
<t L, ‘..> t,- Ir n> -(l +4t,s’2)))E (( -t,))ZF, we have by Theorem 1.13 of 
[Jl] that t,d2 E ~(9) + Fi(tl ,..., tnp,)+t,F2(t, ,..., tnpl). Sincei; ,..., t, 
are a relatively rigid 2-basis for F we find t,sf2 E p(F), which shows that 
a = 1 + 4t,,sf2 E F*‘. This concludes the first case. 
In the second case, 47, + , ) = 1, so we can assume that 7, + 1 = ‘II. If 
ti(t,)=ti(72)= ... = ~(7,~) =0, then we can assume that ((7,) . . . . 7,)) = 
((t, , . . . . t, )), while if some 47,) = 1, where i = 1, 2, . . . . n, we can assume that 
<7 
F(&: 
7,)) = ((t,, . . . . t,,+, , t,n)). We note that in either case, over 
((z,, . . . . 7,)) = ((t 1, . . . . t,)). We assume that (( 7,) . . . . 7‘,, -a)) E 
(( -x))I”F, where (( -a)) E AF(rc). If necessary, we can multiply a by 71 so 
that (mod F*2) a = 1 + rrh2 for b E F with u(b) 30. If a 4 F*2, then 
necessarily u(rcb*) < u(4). We express over F(&): a( 1 + &6))‘= 
1 + 2&bu for some unit U, noting that u(2,/&) $ r, = 2r,~;;,, and that 
v(2$&u)<u(4). But in W(F(&)) we have O=((Z~,...,Z,,))((-a))= 
((t,, . . . . t,, -a)). This contradicts Corollary 1.8 of [Jl] applied to the field 
F(&) and concludes the second case. This proves the theorem. 1 
As a consequence of Theorems 4.9 and 6.1 and Lemma 5.3 we 
immediately obtain: 
COROLLARY 6.2. Suppose that F is a discretely valued 2-Henselian field 
of characteristic 0 whose residue class field B has characteristic 2 and 
satisfies one of: 
(i) a(F) = 9;. 
(ii) F = P-‘(t) for some t E F. 
(iii) F=X((t,))((t,))...((t,))for someperfectfield X. 
Then ez, : G WF + H,YF, Z/22) is a well-defined isomorphism. 
Concluding Remarks 6.3. In [K2] it is shown that whenever F is a 
complete discretely valued field with residue class field B of charac- 
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teristic 2, the graded rings GWF and H*(Gal(F,,,/F), Zj2.Z) are 
isomorphic. This result is more general than Corollary 6.2 in that it allows 
arbitrary residue fields. On the other hand, the result assumes complete- 
ness, and the cohomology ring considered is different (i.e., the Galois group 
is that of the full separable closure rather than the smaller quadratic 
closure). 
We emphasize, however, that proving Corollary 6.2 (or possible 
generalizations) was not the primary goal of this paper. In fact given the 
results of [K2], the result is not a surprise. Instead, the purpose of this 
paper is to illustrate how algebraic conditions on the Witt ring of a field 
can determine properties of the pro-2 Galois group Gal(F,/F), and (in our 
case) yield an isomorphism GWFE H*(Gal(F,/F), Z/22). This is consis- 
tent with what has recently become a central theme in the algebraic theory 
of quadratic forms, namely to investigate the relationship between the Witt 
ring and the structure of (Galois) 2-extensions of the field. (For related 
work, see [AEJ2, 4, 51, [JWl, 21, or [Wl, 2, 31). In such investigations, 
specific arithmetic properties of the fields involved play a secondary role. 
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